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ABSTRACT
The Dow-Jones Industrial Average s Standard and Poor (500) Index,
and Barron's Confidence Index were tested by various FORTRAN programs
,
and the results were graphed and printed from the Control Data 1604
tapes o Moving averages of differing periods s exponential smoothing
using various smoothing constants and orders , and the Trendex model
were used in the analysis. These techniques are discussed and ana-
lyzed. The representative programs 9 printouts and graphs are included
to assist in determining whether to concentrate on investment in com-
mon stock or to deemphasize this portion of the portfolio and replace
it in whole or in part with cash or bonds.
The patience of the personnel assigned to the Computer Facility,
U. S. Naval Postgraduate Schools, was greatly appreciated. The direc-
tion and encouragement of Professors L. Darbyshire and D G. Williams of
the U. S. Naval Postgraduate School also contributed greatly to the
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13 Week Moving Average With Trendex Mode I, Dow-Jones
Industrial (weekly) Average, 1 April 1960 through
26 March 1964 31
100 Day and 200 Day Moving Average Dow-Jones Indus-
trial (daily) Average 14 October 1960 through
26 March 1964
Trendex Model DJI (monthly) Average 31 January 1950
through 30 April 1964
Trendex Model Standard & Poor (500) (momthly) Index
31 January 1928 through 30 April 1964
Disparity Index Standard & Poor (500) and DJI (monthly)
Averages 31 January 1948 through 30 April 1964
First and Second Order Exponential Smoothing Dow-Jones
Industrial (daily) Average 30 August 1960 through
31 March 1964
Exponential Forecasting Model Dow-Jones Industrial
(daily) Average 30 August 1960 through 31 March 1964 \c?
Listing by Date of Barren's Confidence Index and Dow-
Jones Industrial (weekly) Average 10 June 1960 through
26 March 1964 1
Barron *s Confidence Index With Trendex Model 10 June 1960





1. Dow-Jones Industrial Average (weekly) vs 13 Week
Moving Average, 1 April 1960 through 26 March 1964 4
2. Dow- Jones Industrial Average (daily) vs 200 Day
Moving Average, 14 October 1960 through 26 March 1964 5
3. Dow-Jones Industrial Average (daily) vs 200 Day Moving
Average vs 100 Day Moving Average, 14 October 1960
through 26 March 1964 8
4. Dow-Jones Industrial Average (monthly) vs Trendex,
31 January 1950 through 30 April 1964 10
5. Standard & Poor (500) (monthly) vs Trendex,
31 January 1928 through 30 April 1964 11
6. Dow- Jones Industrial (weekly) vs 13 Week Moving
Average vs Trendex, I April 1960 through 26 March 1964 12
7. Dow-Jones Industrial vs Standard & Poor (500) (monthly)
vs Disparity Index, 31 January 1948 through 30 April 1964 16
8. Dow-Jones vs Single vs Double Exponential Smoothing
(daily), 30 August 1960 through 31 March 1964 20
9. Single vs Double Exponential Smoothing vs Expected
Value of Dow-Jones Industrial Average vs Forecast vs
Deviation, c£ » .01 (daily), 30 August 1960 through
31 March 1964 21
10. Single vs Double Exponential Smoothing vs Expected
Value of Dow- iones Industrial Average vs Forecast vs
Deviation, j£$ = ,30 (daily), 30 August 1960 through
31 March 1964 22
11. Barron's Confidence Index vs Dow- Jones Industrial
Average (weekly), 10 June 1960 through 26 March 1964 26
12. Barron's Confidence Imdex vs Dow-Jones Industrial
Average vs Trendex (weekly), 10 June 1960 through
26 March 1964 27

INTRODUCTION
The stock market tells a story that can be heard by those who take
the time to listen. There are many techniques available to assist in
interpreting this story. Some of these indicators will be discussed
and analyzed.
No attempt has been made to determine what stock to buy. The value
in this thesis is to assist in determining whether to concentrate on
investment in common stock or to deemphasize the common stock portion of
a portfolio and replace it in whole or in part with cash or bonds. The
assumption made here is that the probability favors the continuation of
the trend in a broad index that now exists. This may be due in part to
the fact that most averages are composed of active, well-publicized and
widely owned issues whose market action individually is "normal" in the
technical sense. Another reason is that the process of averaging smooths
out vagaries of component stocks, and the result thus more truly reflects
the deep and relatively steady economic trends and tides. It is a fact
that such averages as the Dow-Jones and Standard and Poor do propagate
excellent trend lines on their charts. Admittedly investors cannot trade
in the averages; actual commitments must be made in individual issues.
However, even experienced traders know that it pays to heed the broad
market trend.
Several computer programs, written by the author in FORTRAN and run
on a Control Data 1604 , are included in the appendices. One subroutine,
"DRAW", which is available at the U. S. Naval Postgraduate School^ was

used to obtain the graphs. A limitation imposed by this subroutine is
that only 900 data points can be plotted, and the maximum abscissa is 9
inches. These graphs include moving averages, exponential smoothing and




Obtaining moving averages from the Dow Jones Industrial Average is
one of the most informative methods of analysis. The determination of
the period involved is somewhat controversial. Several periods were
analyzed to ascertain the difference in characteristics. A 13 week
moving average (13MA) is plotted with the Dow Jones Industrial Average
(DJI) superimposed over it in figure 1. The computer program and data
are included in appendix A. The Dow Jones Industrial Average was used
as of the close of business each Friday from 1 April 1960 through
26 March 1964. If the market was closed on Fridays, the last day the
market was open during that week was used.
A 200 day moving average (200), figure 2, is more commonly used.
This analysis was computed from 14 October 1960 through 26 March 1964.
A disadvantage of this system is that the first 199 days of data are
lost in computing the average. It is desirable to use a slow-moving
average line to obtain a more reliable chart. It should be noted that
there were only 3 basic changes to the trend between 14 October 1960 and
26 March 1964. These are "learly identified in figure 2 S when the Dow
Jones Industrial average broke out on the upside on 16 December 1960,
hesitated slightly, and broke out on the upside on 28 December 1960. It
broke through on the downside on 30 March 1962 forecasting the crisis of
that spring. The current bullish trend was depicted by an upward break-
through on 20 November 1962. It is true that there were some false
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assassinated , but these are either explained by outside forces or are a
signal using the rules listed below.
The 13 week moving average in figure 1 does not seem to permit an
analysis as well as the 100 or 200 day moving averages. It provides a
faster reaction to trend changes, but the large number of intersections
make the analysis more difficult. Monthly moving averages of periods 3
and 6 were tested, but proved unsatisfactory since the line moved to©
rapidly for an effective analysis.
The following interpretations of figures 1 and 2 are recommended %
(1) If the average line flattens out following a previous decline,
or is advancing, and the Index penetrates that average line on the upside,
this comprises a major buying signal.
(2) If the Index falls below the moving average price line while the
average line is still rising, this also is considered to be a buying
opportunity.
(3) If the Index is above the line and is declining toward that
line, fails to go through and starts to turn up again, this is a buying
signal.
(4) If the Index falls too fast under the declining average line.
It is entitled to an advance back toward the average line and a buying
opportunity for this short-term technical rise is indicated.
(5) If the average line flattens out following a previous rise, or
is declining, and the Index penetrates that line on the downside, this
comprises a major selling signal.
(6) If the Index rises above the moving average price line while
the average line is still falling, this also is considered to be a sell-
ing opportunity.

(7) If the Index is below the line and is advancing toward that
line, fails to g© through and starts to turn down again, this is a
selling signal.
(8) If the Index advances to© fast above the advancing average line,
it is entitled to a reaction back toward the average line and a selling
opportunity for this short-term technical reaction is indicated [_8J.
Another system which is sometimes used is illustrated In figure 3.
The computer program with output data is shown in appendix B. This pro-
gram can be used In conjunction with the rules recommended for figure 2.
For bear market insurance a very simple procedure to remember is that a
sell signal is effected when the Dow Jones Industrial A/erage falls
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The Trendex model first came to the attention of the author when it
was described by E. S. C, Coppock in the 15 October 1962 issue of Bar-
ron's. This discussion was limited to the bull market era between 1950
and 1962c This period has been extended through April 1964 using the
Dow Jones Industrial Average ©n the last market day of the month, figure
4. To determine the broader applicability of this model, the S andard
and Poor composite of 500 stocks (STPR) was used commencing in January
1928. Figure 5 indicates that there is also a correlation in bear mar-
kets.
Figure 6 superimposes the Trendex curve (TNDX) from the 13 week
moving average on figure 1. Appendix A contains the Trendex output.
Little advantage is gained here except that two indicators are available
on one graph from the same data. An attempt with a 200 day moving aver-
age with Trendex was of no value because it increased too slowly.
The computer programs for the Dow Jones Industrial Average and the
Standard and Poor (500) are similar and are included in appendices C and
D respectively.
Reasonable assumptions about the growing family of investors might
include the following; the vast majority have no special training as
investors; being human, they tend to procrastinate j new investors indulge
their hopes, fears and imaginations; since few people are truly temperate,
most investors become in turn unduly optimistic and unduly pessimistic,
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emotional factors play a great part in determining the actions of most
investors. A way to record and evaluate the ever- increasing impact of
emotion on market prices should be added to the investor" s tool box.
Despite words of warning, emotional buying and selling will con-
tinue, thereby increasing the amplitude of market movements. These move-
ments can be highly profitable to the investor who can appraise them
properly, detect their acceleration and deceleration and act accordingly;
contrary to the emotions of the crowd. The crowd liquidates holdings
during a panicky decline and ignores basic economic facts. They overdo
because they are motivated by emotion rather than by reason. The dis-
tortion created by impulsive buying and selling can be great. Emotional
influences on the stock market gather momentum until they reach a climax.
Excesses are usually followed by corrections.
Time and change are the basic elements in evaluating trends. The
selection of proper time spans for a study of rate of change determines
the effectiveness of the technique. The persistence of a trend for many
months is more reliable than trends of short duration for the majority
of investors.
The Trendex nodel is based on the monthly percentage change of an
acceptable index. This is more meaningful than points of change. Since
it gives a so-called buy signal when the risk is low just prior to the
start of an important sustained advance (the second phase of a bull mar-
ket), it is of no value to the in=and-out trader.
The value of the 10 month weighted moving average (column 18) is
posted to the current date
s
figure 4, and is a simple curve which oscil-
lates above and below a zero line. In statistical theory, if the
13

emotional factor were not present in stock market prices, there would
be no widely oscillating curve - the line would be nearly horizontal.
Its waves are, in effect, a picture of the emotional, or irregular pat-
tern, since the trend and cyclical variations have been removed. Sea-
sonal factors are not considered in this model.
According to Mr, Coppock [Yf, well timed buying is far more diffi-
cult for the non-professional investor than timely selling. He, there-
fore, prefers to think of the curve as a very long-tern buying guide and
suggests buying several strong good-quality stocks for the long term
when the curve first turns upward from a position below the zero line.
Although not as accurate , the maximum points provide a reasonable
correlation with downswings of the market. This indicator is purportedly
to be used in the purchase of high grade stocks which are to be held for
a long period. However, utilization of this indicator in conjunction
with other technical devices expands its applicability to the market in
Several refinements to this technique suggest themselves, some of
which have been tested here| the use of a very broad composite as the
source of raw data, improved sensitivity through the use of weekly data,
and the use of a monthly mean price instead of a closing price. It is
the opinion of the author that there is value in using this model in the
selection of individual stocks; provided the pattern of the prices used
is compatible to the moving average introduced. A shorter term signal will






appendix E a provides an interesting result,, An ex-
pression commonly heard is that since the Dow Jones Industrial Average
is composed of only 30 stocks; it, therefore, cannot provide a good
indication of the market. An index that contains more stocks should be
used. Figure 7 demonstrates that there is a very close parallel between
the Dow- Jones Industrials (DJI) and the Standard and Poor (500) (STPR)o
The usual thumb-rule of Dow Jones /Standard and Poor ratio of lOjl was
used. The Standard and Poor times 10 is subtracted from the Dow- Jones
and plotted (DSPX) in figure 7.
This also provides a quick measurement of the market movement. If
Standard and Poor (500) was up .25 on the day and the Dow- Jones Indus-
trial Average was off .50 s then there is a bullish 3 point disparity in
favor of the Dow. The next move of the Dow would probably be an advance.
The Standard and Poor Index would have reflected the fact that on that
particular day the general market was stronger than the Dow- Jones Indus-
trial Average said it was. The Dow should have advanced by 2.50 to be
commensurate with the general market. A 4 point advance in the Dow-Jones
Industrial Average should be matched by at least a .40 gain in the Stan-
dard and Poor Index. Anything considerably below .40 would indicate the
Dow-Jones advance was not typical of the general market. A decline
would be expected to follow; but not necessarily immediately. However,
if this situation persists, the vulnerability of the market would in-
crease. In the case of such disparities, one of two things would be
15
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expected to take place* Either the general market would come up to the
Dow or the Dow would cosine down to the market price level. Past perform-
ance indicates a higher probability of the latter. Blue chip issues are
the last to fall in a bear market.
This measurement of differential is also valuable as a major inter-
mediate market indicator, especially when measuring the extent that the
blue chip issues are running ahead of the general market late in a bull
cycle. The Disparity Index quickly reflects the initial degree of
general market deterioration paralleling a decline in the Advance -Dec line
Index. The Advance -Dec line Index reflects general deterioration in a
market that is losing strength,, but the Disparity Index measures the
degree of vulnerability and suggests how far the Dow-Jones Industrial
average will go on the probable reaction. Figure 7 indicates that a





Moving averages have many of the desirable characteristics of a
practical method for smoothing out fluctuations. They have a stable
response to changes y and the rate of response can be controlled by the
selection of the number of periods included in the average. The most
serious drawback is to keep track of past data, so that the moving
totals can be adjusted , adding new information and dropping old. It is
difficult to change the rate of response.
Exponential smoothing is a special kind of moving average that does
not require keeping a long historical record and cuts down on data~
processing time. The rate of response can be adjusted readily.
The formula for this system is simply to add to the old average a
fraction of the difference between the new data and the old average.
It is usually written as; n»w average s(£. (naw data) -\- (l-(5.) old
average; where cC is a fraction. In the program, appendix F» the
n *w average = old average
-^ c£- (new data-old average) to reduce the
computer time.
The smoothing constants alpha , that gives the equivalent of an
2
N-month moving average Is jTTTI ' Tlie tota ^ fraction of the weight
given to all the data more than N-months old is (1-dL) . To approxi-
mate a 200 day moving average 9 a smoothing constant .01 was used. The
same rules regarding the evaluation of moving averages apply here.
First order exponential smoothing does not track a trend in the
data, but an apparent trend can be computet to correct the calculated
18

average for its effect. This can be mare readily accomplished by second
order exponential smoothing. This is merely a repeat of the first order
system., The second order average is equal to the first order average
plus a fraction of the difference between the first and second order
averages. Figure 8 shows the first order average (ONE) and second order
average (TWO) superimposed on the Dow-Jones Industrial Average using a
smoothing constant of .01. A comparison with figure 2 shows the equiva-
lence of the first order exponential to the 200 day moving average.
An attempt to forecast the Dow-Jones Industrial Average one day in
advance is shown in appendix G. Figures 9 and 10 show daily plots of
the Dow-Jones Industrial Average (DJI), the first order exponential
average (ONE) a the second order exponential average (TWO), the expected
Dow-Jones (used in a statistical sense) (EDJI) , the forecast (FCST) and
the differential between the forecast and the actual Dow (EROR), for the
period 30 August 1960 through 31 March 1964. Figure 9 shows a smoothing
constant, oC , of .01 which did not produce desired results. In figure
10 the smoothing constant was increased to .30, and much better results
This preliminary model can readily be changed to produce a fore-
cast with a Jonger lead time and to provide an automatic change in the
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BARRON °S CONFIDENCE INDEX
The Confidence Index has been quoted weekly in Barron's since 1932.
It has not been considered a market forecaster until relatively recently
when it was popularized by Joseph E. Granville. The author first became
aware of its use from Mr. Granville's article in the 7 September 1959
issue of Barron's, when he wrote, "Whatever the Confidence Index does
not foresee is not important."
As its name suggests, the Index attempts to measure investor confi-
dence. Specifically, it represents the ratio between the average yield
of Barron's 10 highest-grade corporate bonds and that of Dow-Jones' 40
bonds. The ratio is high when investors demonstrate confidence by buying
lower grade liens, low when they take refuge in top-grade issues. Cor-
related with the movements of the stock market, the Index becomes a
highly sensitive forecasting instrument; predicting the extent, as well
as the timing, of price advances and declines.
Generally speaking, changes in the Confidence Index precede those
of the stock market by two to four months. Repetitive bottoms or tops in
the Index usually signal very important near- term lows or highs in the
Dow-Jones Industrial Average. Major tops for the market are signaled
when it makes a sharp weekly upswing to a new high and then retreats
immediately the following week. The low in the Index fol loving an unbro-
ken series of declines is often more significant than subsequent lows
made after intermittent rebounds. According to Mr. Granville, the set-
ting up of the next timing zone for market vulnerability is measured by
23

adding two to four months to the date of the previous index high, regard-
less of an upturn in the Index at some time after that date. The maximum
point of vulnerability Is closer to the 60 day lead than to the 120 day
lead.
The 40 bonds that are grouped in the Dow-Jones average are composed
of 10 high grade rails,, 10 second grade rails, 10 public utilities, and
10 industrials. Barrows 10 high grade corporate bonds list is com-
prised of 4 rails, 3 utilities, 2 oils, and u. S. Steel 4%*s 1986. The
rises in the Confidence Index on 15 March 1963 and 7 February 1964 were
due in large part to changes in the structure of the Index (see appendix
H). On 15 March 1963 Chicago, Milwaukee s St. Paul & Pacific, 4 e s, 1994,
and St. Louis, San Francisco, 4°s, 1997, were substituted for Delaware,
Hudson, 4's, 1963, and Mew York Lackawana & Western, 4%*s, 1973, in the
Dow-Jones second grade rails; and U. S. Steel, 4^"s s 1986, was substi-
tuted for Texas Corp., 3°s, 1965, in Barron's 10 High Grade Bonds. The
reason for these changes, according to a telephone conversation with
Barron's in Mew York, was due to the inactivity of the previous issues.
The expiration of Delaware, Hudson, 4"s s 1963, of course, necessitated
replacement.
Correlations without logic are seldom reliable. The logic behind
the Confidence Index is that it is simply pointing out the direction the
smart money is moving. When the Index is going up, it means that the
important money is moving away from the safest bonds toward more specula-
tive bonds. When it declines, it means that the smart money is gravitat-
ing toward the safer issues and away from risk.
Smart money is that money which flows into equities before a rise
24

in the market. Converse ly, if the market declines, the smart money is
that money that jumps out of stocks first. The rationale is to see what
the smart money is doing in the bond market , and the investor will know
in advance what this money will do in the equity market ; either come in
or get out.
Figure 11 is a graph of the weekly Confidence Index (CONF) and the
Dow Jones Industrial Average (OJX) weekly closing from 10 June 1960
through 26 March 1964 . Since the Confidence Index varies only slightly
in relation to the Dow-Jones, figure 12 was designed which subtracted 75
from the Index and multiplied the result by 20. This adjustment of the
Index does not affect its relative merit if the difference in scale of
figure 12 is acknowledged. The Index was also introduced into the
Trendex model (TRDX) in figure 12 to determine if this model could be
used as a predictive medium. The results were inconclusive. The data
are included in appendix 1 for possible future evaluation.
To emphasize the sensitiveness and accuracy of the Confidence Index
in the broadest possible terms, the stock market has never continued to
rise following a series of Index declines. In the positive sense, the
market has always risen following a rising trend in the Index and has
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Investors are constantly on the look-out for reliable means of fore-
casting stock market movements
,
particularly ones that signal not only
major trends, but also intermediate swings and week to week changes.
Scores of these techniques have emerged over the years , but only five or
six are widely used. None of these tools is infallible.
Much more sophisticated models are now available as dynamic program-
ming techniques have been developed and computer memory has been enlarged.
Com-Stat, a division of Spear & Staff, Inc., Babson Park, Massachusetts,
had a model developed which weighs the significance of many fundamental
and technical facton that affect the market place. It purportedly em-
ploys dynamic programming of price, volume, rate of change, diffusion,
momentum, psychology, accumulation, distribution, etc. The most probable
trend is forecast based on these changes. By their technique, they claim
to have established a $30,000 portfolio on 22 June 1962 composed of a
maximum of 10 stocks each having approximately equal amounts of capital
invested in it. On 16 August 1963, after 30 transactions (which included
8 short sales), the portfolio had increased to $52,783 for a gain of 75.97.
in 14 months. This is merely one example of what can be done with an
understanding of the stock market, computer programming and dynamic sta-
tistical models.
A new book, Granville 's "New Key to Stock Market Profits," was re-
ceived too late to be evaluated. However, this system readily lends
itself to computer analysis. In general, he is dealing in the on-balance
28

volume 9 which is the difference between the cumulative upside volume and
the cumulative downside volume. This can be graphed against the Dow-
Jones Average* and it will generally precede the price action. A more
sophisticated approach is to analyze the volume of each of the 30 Dow-
Jones stocks and determine the upside and downside breakouts. This dif-
ferential can be used as an indicator in conjunction with the on-balance
volume.
The more indicators you watch the better equipped you will be to
escape the delusions which attack those who are uninformed. When many
indicators say one thing, and the market is seemingly doing the opposite
,
trust the indicators. That many indicators can't be wrong, because that
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OATE 200 ICO CJI
41362 710.66 713.79 687. 9C
41662 71C.66 713.33 664. C6
41762 710.69 712.91 688.43
41862 710.72 712. 5C 691. CI
41962 71C.75 712.12 694.25
42362 710.75 711.79 694.61
U2*i62 71C.75 711.414 693. CC
42562 710.70 711. C7 683.69
42662 710.61 71C.51 673.66
U2762 710.U9 7C9.92 672. 2C
43062 710.37 7C9.26 665.32
5C162 710.29 7C8.68 671.24
5C262 71C.19 7C6.11 669.96
5C362 710.14 7C7.58 675.49
5C462 71C.1C 7C6.97 671. 2C
5C762 710. Oil 7C6.34 67C.99
5C862 709.95 7C5.63 663. 9C
5C962 7C9.81 7C4.67 654. 7C
51C62 7C9.63 7C4.C5 647.23
51162 7C9.4C 7C3.17 640.63
51462 7C9.16 7C2.41 646. 2C
51562 708.93 7C1.74 655.36
51662 708.67 7C1.C8 654. C4
51762 7Ce.39 7CC.37 649.79
5ie62 708.08 699.65 650. 7C
52162 7C7.77 696.62 648.59
52262 7C7.37 697.87 636.34
52262 7C6.9C 696.62 626.52
52*462 7C6.42 695. ec 622.56
52562 705.87 694.66 611.88
52862 7C5.17 693. 2C 576.93
52962 7C4.59 692. C9 6C3.96
53162 704.04 691. 14 613.36
6C162 7C3.5C 69C.17 611. C5
50
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CATE 2CC ICC CJI
3C66U 7M3.62 767.60 8C6.C2
2C96M 7MU.C3 768.26 8C7.1E
21C6*4 7*4*4.*47 768.SU 8C9.2S
2 116*4 7*4*4.93 769.66 813.87
3 126M 7U5.UC 77C.38 81*4.22
2126*4 7*45.89 771. C6 816.22
2166*4 7*46.38 771.71 816. *4e
2176U 7*46.86 772.29 818. 16
2186*4 7U7.32 773. C7 820.25
3 19 614 7*47.79 772.79 819.36
22C6U 7*48.23 77*4.447 81*4.92
2236*4 7*48.67 775. C9 813. 6C
22*46*4 7U9. C9 775.65 ei l.*42
2256U 7*49.55 776. 19 813.16
2266*4 75C.CU 776. 7*4 815.91
32C6*4 75C.52 777.2*4 815. 2S




To sec up the Trendex model enter the date in Che first column.
Column two is Che value ©f the Index at the close of business of the cor-
responding month. Columns three and five are the values of the Index
14 months ago and 11 months ago respectively. Columns four and six are
the percentage change in the Index over 14 month and 11 month periods.
The total of columns four and six are entered in column 7. Column 18 is
a 10 month weighted moving total of column 7, This is simplified by re-
cording in column 8 the current combined percentage changes (column 7}
by 10. Last month's combined change multiplied by 9 is recorded in
column 8. The change before that is multiplied by 8 and entered in col-
umn 10, and so on. The sum of all 10 of these figures (columns 8 through
17} is divided by 10 to produce the 10 month weighted moving average
(column 18).
A more precise notation for computing columns 9 through 17 is «
Let xi j s the element of the matrix formed by columns 9 through 17,
where i s 10,11,12,, . . 9n; n s the number of months of data used:; and
j * 9, 10, 11, ...,17. It follows that;
xtJ s (xt,7-*HL,7)< l0-Jb i-A>0
where J( - 1,2, 3,. ..,9; the number of months before the current value.




01 MENS ION CJIA(900).DJIC(9C0),0JIO< 9CC ) , I DATE ( 900 ) ,DJIB < 900 ) ,C J IC
(
1900),Yl(877) f Y2(877),ITITLE(12).X(877)EQUIVALENCE ( Yl ( 1 ) ,DJ IA (24 ) ) , ( Y2( 1) ,D J 10(24 ) )
DO 7 1=1.12
TITLE(I)=(8H )










































OJ C(I) = (DJIE + CJIF+DJIG + CJIH +DJII+0JIJ*CJIK+DJIL*DJIM-K)JIN)/1C.
IF XMODFU, 341-21)50, 49, 50
49 PRINT 52
52 FORMAT! 1H1////////2X2H 16X 1H26X 1H35X 1H46X1H55X 1H65X1H76 X1H86X1H95X
12H1C5X2H115X2H125X2H135X2H145X2H154X2H164X2H174X2H18//)
500PRINT 5 1, ID ATE ( I ) , CJ I A ( I ) , C J I A{ K ) ,D J IB < I ) , J I A( M ) ,D JIC( I )
,
CJIC ( I )
,





CC 88 1=1, 172




CALL CRAW (N23,X,Y 1,1,0, LABEL, IT ITL E, 2C ., ICO. , 1 ,C,2 ,2 ,9 , IC, 1 ,LAST)
LABEL=(4HTRDX)
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EQUIVALENCE ( Y 1 ( 1 ) , DJ I A ( 2U ) ) , ( Y2 ( 1)












TLE( 11)=(8HFRU 30 A)
TLEM2) = (8HPR.196U )
HK NT 5
50F0RMAK 1H1 //////// ////3CX7HTRENDEX6






























52 FORMAT! 1H1////////2X2H 16X1H26X1H35
12H105X2H115X2H125X2H135X2H1U5X2H15U























CALL DRAW ( N23 , X , Y 1 , 1 ,0 ,LAEEL , I TITL
LA6EL=(J*HTN0X)
CALL DRAW ( N23 , X , Y2, 3, , LAeEL , I T ITL
END
ENO
E,5C, 100. ,2, 0,2, 2,9, 15,1, LAST)
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1900 ),DI SP2 ( 900 ).X( 900 ),Yl( 900 ),Y2 (900 ),Y3(9C0)
EQUIVALENCE (Yl ( 1 ) ,DJ I ( 1 ) ) , ( Y2( 1 ) ,SP 1C( 1 ) 1 , ( Y3 ( 1 > ,0ISP2 ( 1 )
)
00 U 1=1,12
- _ ITLE(I)=(8H )









TLE( 10) = (8H19I*8 THR)
TLE(11)=(8HU 30 APR)



























CALL DRAW ( 196, X,Y2, 2,0, LABEL, ITITL E, 30. , 100. , 1 ,0,2,2,7 , 10, 1 .LAST )
LABEL=UHDSPX)





1 3 1 *4 8 175. OS 14.69 28.15
22645 167. 3C 14. CO 27.30
5 3 1 4 a 177. 2C 15. 06 26. 4C
43C46 180.51 15.46 25.71
52648 190.74 16.69 23.84
6 3CJ42 1 8 9 . U6 16.74 22.06
7 3048 181.33 15.85 2 2.83
83148 161.71 15.97 22.01
93C42 178.30 15.49 23. 4C
10 3CM8 iee.62 16.54 23.22
11 3C46 171.20 14.75 23.70
123148 177. 3C 15.2C 25.30
1 3149 1 79 . 12 15.22 26.92
22849 173.06 14.62 2 6.86
33149 177.10 15.06 26.50
43049 174. 16 14.74 26.76
53114 9 168.36 14. 19 26.46
63C49 167.42 14. 16 25.82
72949 175.92 15.04 25.52
33149 178.66 15.22 26.46
93C49 182.51 15.58 26.71
103149 169.54 16.04 29.14
11 3C49 1^1.55 16. C6 30.95
123149 2CC.13 16.76 32.53
1 315C 201.79 17.05 3 1.29
2285C 2C3.44 17.22 31.24
3315C 2C6.05 17.29 33.15
4295C 214.33 18.07 33.63
5315C 223.42 18.76 35.62
63C5C 2C9.11 17.69 32.21
7315C 209.40 17.84 31.00
8315C 216.87 18.42 32.67






1 31 c l











































































































































3 315 2 251.22 23.32 18. C2
93C53 264. C4 23.35 3C.54
103C52 275.81 24.54 3C.41
11 3C53 281.37 24.76 32.77
12 3 15 3 26C.5C 24.81 32.80
1 2554 252.39 26. ce 21 .59
22654 254.54 26. 15 2 3.04
3315-4 303.51 26.54 24.11
U 3C5U 315.33 26.26 26.73
52854 327.49 25.15 25.59
63C54 333.53 29.21 41.42
73C5U 347.92 30.8 8 25.12
33154 325.80 25.82 27.50
93C54 36C.46 32.31 27.36
10 2 55 4 352.14 3 1.66 35.34
11 3C54 366.77 34.24 44.37
123154 4C4.39 25.58 44.59
1 3155 4C8.83 36.63 42.52
22E55 411.87 36.76 44.27
33155 4C9.7C 26.56 43.90
42555 425.65 37.56 46.05
53155 424.86 37.51 45.76
6 3C55 451.38 41. C3 41 .08
72555 465.85 43.52 20.65
33155 468.18 43.16 26.38
93C55 466.62 43.67 25.92
133155 454.87 42.34 31.47
1 1 3 C 5 5 483.26 45.51 28.16
123C55 466. 4C 45,46 33. 60
13 15 6 47C.74 43.82 32.54
22556 463.65 45. 34 30.25
32556 511.75 4P.46 26.55
43C56 516.12 48.28 32.32

















































































































































43C59 623.75 57.59 47.85
52959 6U3.79 5?. 68 56.99
6 3 C 5 9 643. 6C 58.47 59.90
7 5 15 9 67i4.ee 60.51 69.78
93159 6 5 2.18 59. 6C 56.18
93C59 631 .68 56.88 t2.es
103C59 6 46 .6C 57.52 71.40
11 3C59 659. ie 58.28 76. 3P
123159 679.3c 59.89 30.46
1 296C 622.62 55.61 66.52
2296C 6 3 C . 1 2 56.12 68.92
33C6C 619. 94 55.34 66.54
4296C 6C1 .7C 54.37 58.00
5316C 625. 5C 55.83 67. 2C
63C6C 64C.62 56.92 71 .42
7296C 616.73 55.51 61.63
8316C 625.99 56.96 56.39
93C6C 58C.14 53.52 44.94
10316C 580.36 5 3.39 46.46
11 3C6C 597.22 55.54 41.82
123C6C 615.89 58.11 34.79
1 3161 648.20 61.78 30. 4C
22861 662.08 63.44 27.68
33C61 676.63 65.06 26.03
42861 678.71 65.31 25.61
53161 696.72 66.56 31.12
63C61 683.96 64.64 37.56
73161 7C5.37 66.76 37.77
33161 719.94 60.07 39.24
92961 7C1 .21 66.73 33.91
10 3161 7C3.92 6e.62 17.72
11 3C61 721.60 71.32 8. 40
122961 731.14 71.55 15.64
1 3162 694.09 68.84 5.69
92

22862 7C8.C5 69.96 8.U5
33062 706.95 69.55 11.1*5
43C62 665.33 65.2U 12.93
53162 613.36 59.63 17.06
62862 561.28 5M. 75 13.78
73162 557.93 58.23 15.63
83162 6C9.18 59.12 17.98
92862 574.12 56.27 11.U2
103162 569.77 56.52 2M. 57
113C62 6H9.30 62.26 26.70
123162 652.10 63. 1C 21.10
1 3163 682.85 66.20 20.85
22863 662.9U 64.29 20. OU
32962 562.52 66.57 16.82
1*3063 717.70 69.80 19.70
53163 726.96 70.80 18.96
63C63 7C6.88 69.37 13.18
73163 695.1*3 69.13 U.13
83163 729.32 72.50 i*.32
93C63 737.79 71.70 20.79
103163 755.23 74. CI 15.13
11 3063 750.52 73.23 18.22
123163 762.95 75. C2 12.75
1316K 761*. 35 77. CU 13.95
22864 SCO. 1U 77.80 22. 14
331614 813.29 79.98 13.49
















TLE(9)»(8H .01 30 )
TLE( 10)=(8HAUG.1960)
TLE( 11)=(8H THRU 31)
ITLE<12)=(8HMAR.1964)










AVG(I)*ALPHA«(OJI( I )-AVG< I- 1 ) ) + AVGI 1-1)
DAVG(I)*ALPHA«(AVG(I)-DAVG(I-1) ) + DAVG(I-l)
IFIXMODFU, 34)150,51,50
51 PRINT 49
49 FORM AT (1 Hi //////// ///4 1X,4HDATE ,7X. 6HSGLEXP , 7X,3HDJ I, 8X.6HDBLEXP)











CALL DRAW ( N,X,V3, 2, 0, LABEL, ITITLE. 1 00. , 100. ,0,0,2,2, 9, 9, 1 LAST )
LABEL=(UH ONE)






DATE SGLEXP DJI CBLEXP
83C60 634.38 626. 4C 634.46
93160 634.30 625.99 634.46
90160 634.21 626. 1C 634.46
90260 634.12 625.22 634.45
9066C 633.99 620.85 634.45
9076C 633.77 612.27 634.44
9086C 633.55 611.42 634.43
90960 633.36 614.12 634.42
91260 633.12 609.35 634.41
91360 632.90 611.79 634.39
91460 632.63 605.69 634.38
91560 632.33 602.69 634.35
91660 632.03 602. ie 634.33
91960 631.58 586.76 634.30
92C60 631. 14 588.20 634.27
9216C 630.77 594.26 634.24
9226C 630.39 592. IS 634.20
9236C 629.94 5e5.2C 634.16
92660 629.41 577.14 634.11
9276C 628.86 574.81 634.06
92860 628.26 569. ce 634.00
92960 627.69 57C.59 633.94
93C6C 627.21 580.14 633.87
100360 626.72 577.81 633.80
100*160 626.18 573.15 633.72
100560 625.71 578.88 633.64
10066C 625.29 583.69 633.56
100760 624.90 586.42 633.47
101C60 624.52 587.31 633.38
101 160 624.17 588.77 633.29
101260 623.78 585.63 633.19
101360 623.46 591.49 633.10
95

DATE SGLEXP DJI CBLEXP
10 1M6C 623.19 596.48 633.00
10176C 622.89 593.34 632. 9C
10 I860 622.55 588.75 632.79
10 196C 622.20 587. CI 632.69
102C6C 621. ec 582.69 632. 5e
102160 621.36 577.55 632.47
102»460 620.86 571.93 632.35
102560 620.32 566. C5 632.23
10266C 619.86 575.18 632.11
10276C 619. 48 580.95 631.98
10286C 619.06 577.92 631.85
10316C 6ie.67 580.36 631 .72
11 016C 618. 34 585.24 631.58
11 0260 618.04 588.23 631.45
110260 617.76 590.82 631.31
110M60 617.55 596.07 631.17
11 0760 617.35 597.63 631.04
11 0960 617.20 602.25 63C.9C
11 1C60 617.15 612. CI 630.76
11 1 160 617.06 608.61 630.62
11 1460 616.94 604. ec 630.49
11 1560 616.84 6C6.87 630.35
11 166C 616.72 604.77 630.21
11 176C 616.57 602.18 630.08
11 I860 616.44 6C3.62 629.94
112160 616.32 604.54 629.80
11226C 616.17 601. 1C 629.67
112360 616. C3 602.47 629.53
112560 615.94 6C6.47 629. 4C
11 286C 615.83 605.43 629.26
112960 615.70 602. 4C 629.12
11 3C6C 615.61 6C7.22 628.99
12016C 615.40 594.56 628.85
120260 615.21 596. CC 628.72
96

DATE SGLEXP DJI CBLEXP
120560 614.99 593.49 628.58
120660 61U.81 597.11 628.44
12 0760 614.71 604.62 628.31
120860 614.62 605.17 628.17
120960 614.58 610.90 628.03
12126C 614.55 611.94 627.90
121360 614.52 611.72 627.76
121U60 614.51 612.68 627.63
12 1560 614.47 610.76 627.50
12 1660 614.50 617.78 627.37
121960 614.51 615.56 627.24
122060 614.51 614.82 627.11
122160 614.52 615.42 626.99
122260 614.51 613.31 626.86
122360 614.50 613.23 626. 7U
122760 614.49 613.38 626.62
122860 614.50 615.75 626.50
122960 614.52 616.19 626.38
123C60 614.53 615.89 626.26
10361 614.49 610.25 626.14
10M61 6H.56 621. »49 626.02
10561 61U.64 622.67 625.91
10661 614.71 621.64 625.80
1 0961 614.81 624.42 625.69
1 1061 61U.92 625.72 625.58
1 1161 615.04 627.21 625.48
1 1261 615.17 628. 5C 625.37
1 1261 615.36 633.65 625.27
1 1661 615.54 633.19 625.17
1 1761 615.67 628.96 625. oe
1 1861 615.85 634. 1C 624.99
1 1961 616.02 632.39 62*4.90
1 2C61 616.20 634.37 62*4.81
1 2361 616. 4U 639.82 624.73
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DATE SGLEXP OJI D6LEXP
1 2461 616.66 638.79 624.65
1 2561 616.87 637.72 624.57
1 2661 617.09 638.87 624.49
1 2761 617.36 643.59 624.42
1 3C61 617.69 650.64 624.36
1 3161 618.00 648. 2C 624.29
20161 618.31 649.39 624.23
20261 618.66 653.62 624. 18
20261 619.01 652.97 624.12
20661 619.27 645.65 624.08
20761 619.52 643.94 624.03
20861 619.81 648.85 623.99
20961 620.07 645. 12 623.95
2 1061 620.26 639.67 623.91
2 136 1 620. 43 637. C4 623.88
21461 620.65 642.91 623.85
21561 620.94 648.89 623.82
2 1661 621.25 651.66 622.79
21761 621.55 651.67 623.77
22061 621.87 653.65 623.75
22161 622.18 652. 4C 623.73
22261 622.50 654.42 623.72
22461 622.83 655. 6C 623.71
22761 623.21 660.44 623.71
22861 623. 6C 662.08 622.71
30161 623.99 663. C3 623.71
30261 624.44 669.29 623.72
30361 624.91 671.57 622.73
30661 625.41 674.46 623.74
30761 625.83 667.14 623.77
30861 626.23 666.15 623.79
30961 626.60 663.33 623.82
31061 626.97 663.56 623.85
3 1361 627.35 664.44 623.88
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DATE SGLEXP OJI DBLEXP
3 1U6 1 627.68 661. ce 623.92
31561 628.04 662.88 623.96
31661 628.46 670.38 624.01
31761 628.94 676. 48 624.06
32061 629.44 678.84 624.11
32161 629.93 678.73 624.17
32261 630.43 679.38 624.23
32361 630.88 675.45 624.30
32*461 631.29 672.48 624.37
32761 631.69 671.03 624.44
32861 632.07 669.58 624.52
32961 632.51 676.41 624.60
33C61 632.95 676.63 624.68
1*0261 633.40 677.59 624.77
40461 633.85 678.73 624.86
40561 634.29 677.32 624.95
40661 634.74 679.34 625.05
40761 635.23 683.68 625.15
41061 635.80 692.06 625.26
41161 636.38 694.11 625.37
41261 636.92 690.16 625.49
41361 637.47 692.02 625.61
41461 638.03 693.72 625.73
41761 638.62 696.72 625.86
41861 639.14 69C.6C 625.99
41961 639.61 686.21 626.13
42C61 640.05 684.24 626.27
42161 640.51 685.26 626.41
42461 640.83 672.66 626.55
1*2561 641.25 683.09 626.70
42661 641.66 682.18 626.85
42761 642.04 679.54 627.00
42861 642.40 678.71 627.16
50161 642.75 677. C5 627.31
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DATE SGLEXP OJI DBLEXP
50261 6U3.15 682.3U 627. U7
50261 6U3.60 688.9C 627.63
50U61 6UU.09 692.25 627. 8C
50561 6*4*4.56 690.67 627.96
50861 6»45.00 689.06 628. 1*4
50961 6U5.U2 686.92 628.31
51061 6145.83 686.61 628. *48
51161 6U6.2U 686. *49 628.66
51261 6*46.66 687.91 628. 8U
51561 6U7.11 692.37 629. C2
51661 6*47.62 697.7U 629.21
51761 6*46.20 705.52 629. UO
51861 6U8.73 701.1*4 629.59
51961 6*49.30 705.96 629.79
52261 6*49.83 702.*4*4 629.99
52261 65C.3*4 700.59 630.19
52U61 650.80 696.52 630. UO
52561 651.19 690.16 630.61
52661 651.65 696.28 630.82
53161 652.10 696.72 631.03
60161 652.53 695.37 631.25
60261 652.98 697. 7C 631.U6
60561 653. U9 703. *»3 631.68
60661 653.99 703.79 631.91
60761 65U.U6 700.86 632.13
60861 65U.93 701.69 632.36
60961 655.39 7CC.90 632.59
61261 655.80 696.76 632.82
61361 656.19 69*4.15 633.06
61U61 656.58 695. ei 633.29
61561 656.93 691.27 633.53
61661 657.22 6e5.5C 633.76
61961 657. US 6eC68 63U.00
62C61 657.75 687.87 63U.2U
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DATE SGLEXP DJI OBLEXP
62161 658. 0U 686. C9 634.48
62261 658.31 685.62 634.72
62361 658.62 688.66 634.95
62661 658. 84 681.16 635.19
62761 659. C9 683.88 635.43
62861 659.35 684.59 635.67
62961 659.57 6ei.95 635.91
63C61 659.82 683.96 636.15
70361 660.12 689.81 636.39
70561 660.44 692.77 636.63
70661 660.78 694.27 636.87
70761 661.10 692.73 637.11
71061 661. 42 693.16 637.36
71161 661.75 694.47 637.60
71261 662.04 690.79 637.84
71361 662.28 685.90 638.09
71461 662.57 690.95 638.33
71761 662.79 684.59 638.58
71861 662.95 679.30 638.82
71961 663.15 682.74 639.07
72C61 663.35 682.97 639.31
72161 663.54 682.81 639.55
72461 663.73 682.14 639.79
72561 663.96 686.37 640.03
72661 664.26 694.19 640.28
72761 664.64 702.80 640.52
72861 665.05 705.13 640.77
73161 665.45 7C5.37 641.01
90161 665.94 713.94 641.26
80261 666.38 710.46 641.51
80361 666.88 715.71 641.77
801*61 667.41 720.69 642. C2
80761 667.94 719.58 642.28
80861 668.46 720.22 642.54
101

OATE SGLEXP OJI OBLEXP
80961 668.95 717.57 642.81
81C61 669.46 720.49 643.07
81161 67C.00 722.61 643.34
81461 670.49 718.93 643.61
81561 670. 94 716.18 643.89
81661 671. 42 718. 2C 644.16
81761 671.92 721.84 644.44
81861 672.44 723.54 644.72
82161 672.96 724.75 645.00
82261 673.49 725.76 645.29
82361 673.96 720.46 645.57
82U61 674.36 714.03 645.86
82561 674.78 716. 7C 646.15
82861 675.19 716.01 646.44
82961 675.58 714.15 646.73
83061 676.00 716.90 647.03
90161 676.45 721.19 647.32
90561 676.87 718.72 647.62
90661 677.36 726.01 647.91
90761 677.85 726.53 648.21
90861 678.28 720.91 648.51
91161 678.64 714.36 648.81
9 1261 679.08 722.61 649.12
91361 679.52 722.20 649.42
91461 679.87 715.00 649.73
91561 6e0.23 716. 3C 650.03
91861 680.54 711.24 650.34
91961 680.76 702.54 650.64
92C61 681.03 707.32 650.94
92161 681.28 706.31 651.25
92261 681.49 701.57 651.55
92561 681.59 691.86 651.85
92661 681.71 693. 2C 652.15
92761 681.90 701.13 652.45
102

DATE SGLEXP DJI DBLEXP
92861 682.08 700.28 652.74
92961 682.28 701.21 653.04
100261 682.U5 699.83 653.33
100361 682.61 698.66 653.63
1001*61 682.82 703.31 653.92
100561 683.08 708.49 654.21
100661 683.33 708.25 654.50
100961 683.55 705.42 654.79
101061 683.78 706.67 655.08
101161 681*, 00 705.62 655.37
101261 684.21 705. 5C 655.66
101361 684.4G 703.31 655.95
10 1661 684.59 703.15 656.23
101761 684.77 701.98 656.52
101861 684.96 704. 2C 656.80
101961 685.16 704.85 657.09
102061 685.36 705.62 657.37
102361 685.50 698.98 657.65
102M61 685.62 697. 2M 657.93
102561 685.77 700.72 658.21
102661 685.92 700.68 658.48
102761 6e6.C5 698.74 658.76
103061 686.20 701.09 659.03
103161 686.37 703.92 659.31
110161 6e6.55 703.84 659.58
110261 686.75 706.83 659.85
110361 686.98 709.26 660.12
110661 687.25 714.60 660.39
110861 687.62 723.74 660.67
110961 687.96 722.28 660.94
11 1C61 688.33 724.83 661.21
11 1361 688.73 728.43 661.49
11H461 689.17 732.56 661.77
11 1561 689.62 734.31* 662.04
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DATE SGLEXP OJI DBLEXP
11 1661 690.06 733.33 662.32
11 1761 690. 46 729.53 662.61
112061 690.85 730.09 662.89
112161 691.24 729.32 663.17
112261 691.63 730.42 663.46
112461 692.04 732.60 663.74
112761 692.44 731.99 664.03
112861 692.79 728.07 664.32
112961 693.14 727.18 664.60
113061 693.42 721.60 664.89
120161 693.78 728.80 665.18
120461 694.15 731.22 665.47
120561 694.52 731.31 665.76
120661 694.88 730. C9 666.05
120761 695.19 726.45 666.34
120861 695.52 728.23 666.64
121161 695.89 732.56 666.93
121261 696.28 734. C2 667.22
121361 696.66 734.91 667.52
121U61 697.00 730.94 667.81
121561 697.33 729.MC 668.11
121861 697.63 727.71 668.40
121961 697.88 722.41 668.70
122061 698.13 722.57 668.99
12 2161 698.35 720.10 669.28
122261 698.57 720.87 669.58
122661 6S8.82 723. C9 669. e7
122761 699.14 731.U3 670.16
122861 699.47 731.51 670.46
122961 699.78 731.14 670.75
10262 700.03 724.71 671.04
10362 700.29 726.01 671.33
10462 700.51 722.53 671.63
10562 7CC.66 714. 8M 671.92
104

DATE SGLEXP OJI DBLEXP
10862 700. 7*4 708.98 672.20
10962 700.81 707. 6*4 672. **9
1 1062 7C0.86 706.02 672.77
1 1162 7C0.96 710.67 673.06
1 1262 701.07 711.73 673. 3U
11562 7C1.15 709.5*4 673.61
1 1662 701.19 70U.93 673.89
1 1762 701.19 700.8*4 67U.16
1 1862 7C1.12 69*4. *49 67U. *43
1 1962 701.09 697.77 67*4.70
12262 701.10 701.98 67*4.96
12362 701.07 698.5*4 675.22
121*62 7C1.0U 698.17 675. *48
12562 701.00 696.52 675. 7*4
12662 700.91 692.19 675.99
12962 7CC.8C 689.92 676.2*4
13062 700.73 69*4.09 676. 48
13162 700.72 700.00 676.73
20162 700.7*4 702.5*4 676.97
20262 700.80 706.55 677.20
20562 700.85 706.1*4 677. *4U
20662 700.95 710.39 677.68
20762 701.10 715.73 677.91
20862 701.25 716.82 678.1*4
2 0962 701.38 71W.27 678.38
21262 7C1.52 71*4.92 678.61
21362 701.65 71*4.32 678. 8U
21U62 701.77 713.67 679.07
21562 7C1.92 717.27 679.29
21662 702.07 716. *46 679.52
21962 702.19 71*4.36 679.75
22C62 702.32 715.55 679.98
22162 702. U3 713.02 680.20
22362 702.50 709.5*4 680. *42
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DATE SGLEXP CJI C6LEXP
22662 7C2.54 7C6.22 68C.64
22762 7C2.58 7C6.22 68C.86
22662 7C2.63 7C2.C5 66 1. or




3C562 7c2.ee 7C9.99 6 e 1 .73
3C662 7C2.93 70e.l7 681 .94
3 0762 7C2.97 7C6.63 662.15
30662 7C3.06 7 13.75 682.36
3C962 7C3.19 714. 44 682.57
31262 7C3.3C 714. 6E 662.77
31362 7C3.44 716.58 662.98
3 1462 7C3.61 72C.95 663. 19
3 1562 7C3.81 723.54 663.39
31662 7CU.CC 722.77 663. 6C
31962 7CU.16 720.38 683.80
32C62 7C4.32 719.66 684.01
32162 7C4.44 716.62 684.21
32262 7C4.56 716.39 684.42
32362 704.68 716.46 664.62
32662 7C4.74 710.67 664.82
32762 7C4.77 707.28 685.02
32e62 7C14.6U 712.25 685.22
32962 7C4.93 713.34 665.42
33C62 7C4.95 7C6.95 665.61
40262 7C4.95 705.42 685.80
i*0?62 7CU.91 7CC.6C 686.00
t* 0*462 7C4.83 696.88 666.18
40562 7C4.79 7C0.88 686.37
40662 7C4.74 699.63 686.55
4C962 7C4.62 692.96 66 6.7 3
41C62 7C4.53 695.46 686.91
4 1 162 7C4.43 694. 9C 687.09
41262 7C4.24 685.67 687.26
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DATE SGLEXP OJI OBLEXP
41362 7C4.08 687.90 687.43
41662 7C3.88 684.06 687.59
•1762 7C3.72 688.43 687.75
41862 7C3.60 691.01 687.91
41962 7C3.5C 694.25 688.07
42262 7C3.42 694.61 688.22
42462 7C3.31 693. CC 688.37
42562 7C3.11 683.69 688.52
1*2662 7C2.82 673.68 688.66
42762 7C2.51 672. 2C 688.80
43062 7C2.14 665.33 688.93
50162 7C1.83 671.24 689.06
50262 7C1.51 669.96 689.19
50362 701.25 675.49 689.31
50462 700.95 671.20 689.42
50762 7CC.65 670.99 689.54
50862 7C0.29 663. 9C 689.64
50962 699.83 654.70 689.75
5 1C62 699.30 647.23 689.84
51162 698.72 640.62 689.93
51462 698.19 646.20 690.01
51562 697.76 655.36 690.09
51662 697.33 654. C4 690.16
51762 696.85 649.79 690.23
5 1862 696.39 650.70 690.29
52162 695.91 648.59 690.35
52262 695.32 636.34 690.40
52362 694.63 626.52 690.44
52562 693. 8C 6U.8e 690.47
52862 692.63 576.92 690.50
52462 691.93 622.56 690.51
52962 691. C5 603.96 690.51
53162 69C.28 613.36 690.51
60162 689.48 611.05 690.50
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OATE SGLEXP OJI CCLEXP
60462 688.52 593.68 690.48
6C562 687.59 594.96 69C.45
60662 686.75 6C3.91 69C.42
6C762 665.91 6C2.2C 690.37
6C662 665. C6 601.61 690.32
61 162 684.16 595.17 69C.26
61262 663.13 580. 94 690. 19
6 1262 662. CU 574. C4 690.10
6 1462 66C.85 563. CC 690.01
6 1562 679.82 578. 18 689.91
6 1862 678.77 574.21 689.80
61962 677. 7C 571.61 689.68
62C62 676.55 563. ce 68 9. 5 5
62162 6 7 5.29 55C.49 6 8 9.40
62262 6 73.93 539. 1? 669.25
62562 672.56 536.77 689.08
62662 671 . 19 535.76 688.90
62762 669.85 536.98 688.71
62862 668.72 557.35 688.51
6 2 962 667.65 561.28 688.30
7C262 666.71 573.75 668. C9
7C362 665. 84 579.48 667.87
70562 665. 04 585.87 687.64
70662 664. 15 576.17 687.40
70962 663.32 580.62 667.16
71C62 662. 54 586.01 666.92
71 162 661 .81 569.06 686.66
7 1262 661. C9 590.27 686.41
7 1262 66C.38 590. 19 686.15
71662 659.66 5S8.1C 665.88
71762 656. 8U 577.65 665.61
7 1862 657.97 571.24 655.34
71962 657.12 573. 16 685.05
72C62 656.32 577.16 6^4.77
log

DATE SGLEXP CJI C6LEXP
72262 655.53 577.47 684. 47
72462 654.72 574.12 684.18
72562 653.92 574.67 683.87
72662 653.17 579.61 683.57
72762 652. 49 585. CO 683.26
73C62 651.88 591 .44 682.94
73162 651.34 597.92 682.63
30162 650.74 591.26 682.31
30262 650.17 593.63 681.99
80262 649.63 596.36 681.66
30662 649.07 593.24 681.34
30762 648.46 588.35 681.01
80862 647.89 590.94 680.68
30962 647.32 591.19 660.34
3 1062 646.77 592.32 680.01
31262 646.26 595.29 679.67
311)62 645.81 601. 9C 679.33
31562 645.42 606.76 678.99
81662 645.03 606.71 678.65
8 1762 644.68 610. C2 678.31
82C62 644.37 612.86 677.97
82162 644.01 608.64 677.63
82262 643.72 615.54 677.29
32262 643.45 616. CC 676.96
32462 643.15 613.74 676.62
32762 642.84 612.57 676.28
82862 642.47 6C5.25 675.94
82962 642.08 603.49 675.60
83C62 641.68 602.32 675.26
83162 641.36 609.18 674.93
90462 640.97 602.45 674.59
90562 640.55 599.14 674.25
90662 640.15 600.81 673.90
90762 639.76 600.86 673.56
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OATE SGLEXP CJI CBLEXP
91C62 639.38 602.03 673.22
91162 639. C3 603.99 672.88
91262 638.67 603.34 672.54
91362 638.32 603.99 672.20
91462 638.00 605.811 671.85
91762 637.69 607.63 671.51
91662 637.39 607.09 671.17
91962 637.09 607. C9 670.83
92C62 636.73 601.65 670.49
92162 636.28 591.78 670.15
92462 635.75 582.91 669.80
92562 635.27 5e8.22 669.46
92662 634.70 578.148 669.11
92762 6314.10 574.12 668.76
92e62 633.51* 578.19 668.41
100162 632.92 571.95 668. C5
100262 632.38 578.73 667.70
100362 631. 84 578.52 667.34
100»462 631.35 582.41 666.98
100562 630.90 586.59 666.62
100862 630. U5 5e6.C9 666.26
100962 63C.02 567. ie 665.89
101C62 629.60 588.14 665.53
10U62 629.17 586.47 665.17
101262 628. 74 586.47 664. ec
101562 628.35 589.69 664.44
101662 627.96 589.35 664.07
101762 627.56 587.66 663.71
101862 627.10 581.15 663.34
101962 626.56 573.29 662.97
102262 625.98 568. 6C 662.60
102362 625.30 558. C6 662.23
102*462 624.81 576.68 661.86
102562 624.27 570.86 661.48
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DATE SGLEXP CJI CBLEXP
102662 623.72 569. C2 661. 1C
102962 623,28 579.35 660.72
103C62 622.93 588.98 660.35
103162 622.60 589.77 659.97
110162 622.35 597.13 659.59
110262 622.17 604.58 659.22
110562 622.05 610.48 658.85
110762 621.99 615.75 658.48
110662 621.86 609.16 658.11
110962 621.80 616.13 657.75
11 1262 621.83 624.41 657.39
11 1362 621. 84 623.11 657.03
11 1462 621.93 630.48 656.68
11 1562 622. CO 629.14 656.34
11 1662 622.09 630.60 655.99
11 1962 622.13 626.21 655.66
1I2C62 622.24 632.94 655.32
112162 622.39 637.25 654.99
112262 622.61 6U4.87 654.67
112662 622.81 642. C6 65U.35
112762 623. C6 648. C8 654.04
112862 623.35 651.85 653.73
112962 623.64 652.61 653.43
113C62 623.90 649. 3C 653.13
12C262 62U.12 646. Ml 652.84
1201*62 624.40 651.48 652.56
120562 62*4.69 653.99 652.28
120662 624.96 651.73 652.01
120762 625.23 652.10 651.74
121C62 625.43 645.08 651.48
121162 625.63 645.16 651.22
121262 625.85 647.33 650.96
12 1362 626.04 645. 2C 650.72
12 1462 626.26 6M8.C9 650.47
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DATE SGLEXP CJI DfiLEXP
12 1762 626. 45 645.49 650.23
12 1862 626.59 640.14 649.99
121962 626.79 647. CC 649.76
122062 627.01 648.55 649.53
122162 627.20 646.41 649.31
122462 627.41 647.71 649.09
122662 627.65 651.64 648.88
122762 627.88 650.56 648.67
122862 628.12 651.43 648.46
12 3162 628.36 652. 1C 648.26
10263 628.54 646.79 648.06
10363 628.83 657.42 647.87
101*63 629.16 662.23 647.68
10763 629.50 662.65 647.50
10863 629.90 669.88 647.33
10963 630.28 668. CC 647.16
1 1063 630.68 669.51 646.99
1 1163 631.08 671.60 646.83
1 1463 631.53 675.74 646. te
1 1563 631.97 675.36 646.53
1 1663 632.34 669.00 646.39
1 1763 632.75 672.98 646.25
1 ie63 633. 14 672.52 646.12
12163 633.57 675.24 646.00
12263 633.98 675.53 645.88
12363 634.42 677.58 645.76
12U63 634.88 679.99 645.65
12563 635.32 679.71 645.55
1 2863 635. 8C 682.89 645.45
12963 636.28 683.73 645.36
13063 636.70 678.58 645.27
1 3163 637.16 682.85 645.19
20163 637.62 683.19 645.12
20463 638.07 682. CI 645.05
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DATE SGLEXP OJI CBLEXP
20563 638.50 681. 3C 644.98
20663 638.94 682.52 6414.92
20763 639. 34 679. C9 644.87
20863 639.75 679.92 644.81
21163 6U0.10 674.74 644.77
21263 640.46 676.62 644.72
21363 640.88 681.72 644.69
21463 641.32 6e5.53 644.65
21563 641.77 686.07 644.62
21863 642.24 688.96 644.60
21963 642.69 686.83 644.58
22063 643.08 682. C6 644.57
22163 643.47 681.6U 644.55
22563 643.78 674.61 644.55
22663 644.09 675.28 644.54
22763 6144.38 672.94 644.54
22863 644.67 672.94 644.54
30163 644.82 659.72 644.54
30463 645.04 667. Ci* 644.55
30563 6145.26 667.16 644.56
30663 645.49 668. ce 61*4.57
30763 645.75 671.43 644.58
30863 646.02 672.43 644.59
31163 6M6.3C 671*. 02 644.61
31263 6146.58 675. 2C 644.63
31363 6146.90 677.66 644.65
31U63 6U7.16 673.73 644.68
31563 647.46 676.33 644.70
31863 6147.72 673.56 644.73
31963 6147.96 672.06 61*4.77
32C62 61*8.25 677.12 6144.80
32163 648.52 675.57 644.84
32263 6148.82 677.83 644.88
32563 6U9.11 678.17 644.92
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DATE SGLEXP OJI OBLEXP
32663 649.U2 680.38 61*1*. 97
32763 61*9.78 68U. 73 645.01
32e63 650.11 682.98 645.07
32963 650.1*3 682.52 645.12
40163 650.79 685.86 645.18
1(0263 651.13 685.53 645.24
1*0363 651.53 690.51 645.30
40463 651.98 697.12 645.36
40563 652.1*9 702.1*3 645.44
40863 653.02 706. C3 645.51
40963 653.55 706.03 645.59
41C63 65U. 06 701*. 35 645.68
41163 65**. 61 708.1*5 645.77
•1563 655.17 711.38 645.86
41663 655.73 710.92 645.96
41763 656.28 710.25 646.06
41863 656.80 7C8.16 646.17
U1963 657. 3U 711.68 646.28
42263 657.88 711.01 646.40
•2363 658. U5 714.98 646.52
42H63 659.04 717.74 646.64
U2563 659.64 718.33 646.77
1*2663 66C.21 717.16 646.91
1*2963 660.76 715.11 647.05
43C63 661.33 717.70 647.19
50163 661.91 719.67 647.34
50263 662.51 721. C9 647.49
50363 663.06 718. ce 647.64
50663 663.57 713.77 647.80
50763 661*. 06 712.55 647.97
50663 66U.60 718.54 648.13
5C963 665.18 721.97 648.30
51C63 665.76 723. 3C 648.48
5 13 6 3 666.33 723. CI 648.66
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DATE SGLEXP OJI DBLEXP
51U63 666.87 719.84 648.84
51562 667.44 724.34 649.02
51663 668.00 722.84 649.21
51763 668.56 724.81 649.41
52C63 669.08 720.18 649.60
52163 669.63 724.04 649.80
52263 670.16 722.84 650.01
52363 670.67 721,38 650.21
52*463 671.17 720.53 650.42
52763 671. 64 718.25 650.64
52863 672.11 717.95 650.85
52963 672.61 722.50 651.07
53163 673.15 726.96 651.29
60363 673.68 726.27 651.51
601463 674.21 726.49 651.74
60563 674.73 725.93 651.97
60663 675.25 726.87 652.20
60763 675.72 722.41 652.44
61063 676.13 716.49 652.67
61163 676.55 718.38 652.91
61263 677.02 723.36 653.15
61363 677.46 721.43 653.40
61U63 677.91 722.03 653.64
61563 678.31 718.21 653.89
61762 678.72 7ie.9C 654.14
61863 679.13 719. 8»4 654.39
61962 679.55 720.78 654.64
62C62 679.94 718.85 654.89
62162 6eo.3o 716.32 655.15
621463 6e0.69 718.42 655.40
62563 661.04 716.32 655.66
62663 661.32 7C8.8C 655.91
62763 681.57 7C6.03 656.17
62863 661.82 706.66 656. M3
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OATE SGLEXP OJI CBLEXP
70163 6e2.01 701.35 656.68
70263 682.28 708.94 656.94
70363 662.59 713.36 657.20
70563 682.93 716.45 657.45
70863 683.21 710.66 657.71
70963 683.52 714. C9 657.97
71C63 663.81 712.12 658.23
71163 684.06 709.76 658.49
71263 664.30 707.70 658.74
71563 664.49 7C3.28 659.00
71663 684.67 7C2.12 659.26
71763 664.82 699.72 659.51
71863 664.93 695. 9C 659,77
71963 6e5.02 693.89 660. C2
72263 685.06 688.74 660.27
72363 665. C8 687. e4 660.52
72463 665.14 690.e8 660.77
72563 6e5.17 687.71 661.01
72663 685.21 689.38 661.25
72963 665.26 690.71 661.49
73C63 6e5.38 696.42 661.73
73163 685.48 695. «i3 661.97
80163 665.57 694.87 662.20
80263 665.69 697.83 662.44
80563 685.86 7C2.55 662.67
80663 666.07 707. C6 662.91
80763 666.24 7C3.18 663.14
80863 686.42 704.18 663.37
80963 666.64 708.39 663.61
81263 666.88 710.27 663.84
81363 687.12 711.13 664.07
81463 667. 4C 714.90 664.30
81563 667.71 718.55 664.54
81663 668.03 719.32 664.77
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D AT* S"€L_Xlr DJI c e l o x p
8 ISA 5 *€*.?" 718.81 66 ::.C1
?2C6i cEG.62 717.27 6 £ c . ? 5
c 2163 6£6.9C 715.72 665. *8
82263 6£9.19 718. *7 665.72
823*? ^F9.5? 723.1* 665.96
82663 689.88 72*. 17 666.20
82763 690.18 719.88 666.**
82863 690.53 725. C7 666.68
82963 69C.88 726. *C 666.92
83063 691.27 729.32 667.16
90363 691.68 732.02 667. *1
90*63 692.09 732.92 667.65
90563 692.55 737.98 667.90
90663 692.98 735.37 668.15
90963 693.38 732.92 668. *1
91C63 693.82 737. *3 668.66
91163 69*. 28 7*0,3* 668.92
91263 69*. 7* 7*0.26 669.17
91363 695.20 7*0.13 669.**
91663 695.63 738. *6 669.70
91763 696.07 7*0.13 669.96
9ie63 696. *9 737.86 670.23
91963 696.96 7*3.22 670. *9
92063 697. *2 7*3.60 670.76
92363 697.85 7*0. *3 671.03
92*63 698.3* 7*5.96 671.31
92563 698.79 7*3.69 671.58
92663 699.17 736.95 671.86
92763 699.56 737.98 672.13
93063 699.89 732.79 672. *1
10 0163 700.28 738.33 672.69
100263 7CC.65 737.9* 672.97
100363 7C1.09 7**. 25 673.25
100463 701.53 7*5.06 673.53
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DATE SGLEXP OJI CBLEXP
100763 7C1.95 7143.86 673.82
100663 7C2.37 7U3.9C 674.10
10C963 7C2.75 739.83 674.39
101C63 7C3.12 74C.56 674.68
101163 7C3.51 741.76 674.97
10 1463 7C3.89 741.84 675.26
101563 7C4.28 742.19 675.55
101663 7C4.72 748.45 675.84
10 1763 7C5.18 75C.77 676.13
101863 7C5.63 750. 6C 676.43
10 2 165 7C6.1C 752.31 676.72
lo :? 1 1.
:
7Ct.il 747.21 677.02
10H =6 3 7C6.91 746.46 677.32
10 2t4<^ - 7C7.36 751 ,ec 677.62
10 2 5 6 3 7C7.84 7 55.61 677.92
10T.C6 5 7C8.36 759.39 678.23
102.963 7CC .5C 76C.5C 678.53
i ) r t
.
"T cj . 3 U 75 c .19 678.84
10 '16? 7 C 9 . 8 C 755.25 679.15
11 C163 71C.24 753.73 679.46
110465 71C.6; 749.22 679.77
11 066 J 710.96 744. C3 6 8C.08
11C763 711.31 745.66 630.40
110863 711.71 75C.81 680.71
11 1163 712.13 753.77 681. C2
11 1263 712.51 750.21 681.34
11 1363 712.89 751.11 681.65
11 1463 713.23 747. C4 661.97
11 1563 713.50 740. CC 682.29
11 1863 713.72 734.85 682.60
11 1963 713.94 736.65 682.91
112C63 714.23 742. C6 683.23
11 2163 714.41 732.65 683.54
112263 71U.38 711.49 683.85
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DATE SGLEXP UJI OELEXP
11 2663 714.67 743.52 684.16
11 2763 7 1U . 94 741. CC 684.46
11 2963 715.29 750.52 684.77
120263 715.66 751.91 685.08
12C363 716. 02 751.82 685.39
120463 716. 41 755.51 6e5.70
12 0563 716.89 763.86 686.01
12C663 717.32 760.25 666.3?
12C963 717.74 759. ce 666.64
12 1C63 718.16 759.25 666.95
12 1163 718.55 757.21 687.27
12 1263 718.93 757.43 687.59
12 1363 719.35 760.17 667. 9C
121663 719.77 761.64 688.22
12 1763 720. 24 766.36 688.54
12 1863 72C.71 767.21 6ee.e6
121963 721. 1U 763.86 689.19
122C63 721.55 762.08 689.51
122363 721.91 758. 3C 689.84
12 2*4635 722.26 756.86 690.16
122663 722. 64 760.21 690.48
122763 723.05 762.95 690.81
123C63 723.41 759. 9C 691.14
10264 723.84 766.08 691.46
1 036*4 724.28 767.66 691.79
1C664 724.73 769.51 692.12
1076M 725.20 771.73 692.45
1 C86U 725.69 774.46 692.78
1 096*4 726.20 776.55 693.12
1 K6»; 726.68 774.33 693.45
1 1364 727.15 773.12 693.79
1 1464 727.62 774.49 694.13
1 1 5 t *4 726. C9 774. CC 694.47
1 U^4 7Lc.5? 7 76.13 694.81
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DATE SGLEXP CJI CfcLEXP
1 1764 729. CM 775.69 695.15
1 2C64 729.48 773. C3 695.49
1 216*4 729.95 776.44 695. 8U
12264 730.46 781.31 696.19
1 2364 73C.98 7S2.86 696.53
1 2464 731.51 783. C4 696.88
1 2764 732.04 785.34 697.23
1 2864 732. 6C 787.78 697.59
1 296*4 733.10 782.60 697.94
1 3C64 733. 6C 783.44 698.30
1 3 16*4 734.12 785.34 698.66
20364 734.63 784.72 699.02
20464 735.11 7e3.3C 699.38
2C56U 735.59 783. C4 699.74
2C664 736. 1C 7e6.41 7CC.1C
20764 736.66 791.59 7CC.47
2 1C64 737.18 768.71 700.84
21 164 737.73 792.16 701.21
21264 738.30 794.82 7C1.58
2 1 36U 738.86 794.42 7C1.95
2 1464 739.42 794.56 702.32
21764 739.98 796.19 7C2.7C
2 18614 740.54 795. 4C 7C3.08
2 196U 741.08 794.91 703.46
22C64 741.64 796.99 703.84
22464 742.20 797.12 704.23
22564 742.74 796.59 704.61
2266U 743.31 799.38 7C5.CC
22764 743.84 797.04 7C5.39
22864 744.41 800.14 7C5.78
30264 744.99 8C2.75 7C6.17
30364 745.60 805.72 7C6.56
30464 746.19 804.70 7C6.96
30564 746.76 803.77 7C7.36
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UATF SGLEXP CJI DELEXP
3C664 7U7. 36 8C6.C3 7C7.76
3C964 7147.95 8C7.18 7C8.16
5 1C6n 74P.57 8C9.39 7C8.56
^1U'( 7i»9. 22 e i i .87 7C8.97
5 1.2 6 u 749.87 81U.22 7C9.38
3 136' 75C.54 816.22 7C9.79
31664 751. 2C 816.48 71C.2C
a 1 7 6 4 75 1.86 818.16 71C.62
s \etu 752.55 820.25 711. 04
5 1 96 U 753.22 819.36 711. U6
32C64 753.83 811*. 93 711.89
3 236A4 75i4 .43 813. 6C 712.31
32464 755. CC 811.43 712. 74
32564 755.58 813.16 713.17
32664 756.19 815.91 713. 6C
33C64 756. 7P 815.29 714.03




An attempt was made to forecast the Dow-Jones Industrial Average
one day in advance. The expected Dow-Jones Industrial Average, in a
statistical sense, is equal to twice the first order exponential average
less the second order exponential average:
E(DJI) = 2(Sgl) - Dbl






TREND = : (Sgl - Dbl)
* " <£L
The forecast is the algebraic sum of the expected DJI and the trend.
FCST = E(DJI) 4- TREND
The last column is the forecast from the previous data less the current
Dow-Jones.





l 1 Yl(900) tY2(90C),Y3(900),CCJI(9C0),DAVG(900),Y«i(900),Y5 (900),Y6(9020) , ED J I ( 900 ), TREND ( 900 ).FC ST (900),ERROR (900)
















REAC 2, N, ALPHA
2 FORMAT(IU,F3.2)










AVG(I) =ALPHA»(DJI( I )-AVG( I- 1 ) ) AVGI 1-1)







U9 FORMAT (1 Hi //////// ///21X.UF DATE, 7 X. 6HSGLEXP , 7X, 3HD J I, 8X,6HDBLEXP,
16X,6HE(DJI),7X,5HTREND.6X,iiHFCSf,,10X.5HERR0R)








CALL DRAW ( N,X ,Y 1 , 1 , 0, LABEL , ITI TLE, 1 00. , 100 . ,0,0,2, 2, 9, 11,1, LAST)
LABEL*(UH TWC)
CALL DRAW (N.X , Y3 , 2, 0,L ABEL , IT I TLE, ICC.
,
IOC ., C, C, 2,2,9, 11,1, LAST)
LABEL=(UHEDJI)
CALL DRAW ( N ,X , Y«4, 2, 0, L ABEL , ITI TLE, 1 00. , IOC. , 1 ,0,2 ,2,9, 10 , 1 , LAST )
LABEL=(UHER0R)
~ 0, LABEL, IT I TLE, ICC. , 100 ., 1 , C, 2,2 ,9, 10 , 1
,
LAST )CALL DRAW (N,*,
LABEL=(UHFCST)
CALL DRAW (N, X,Y6, 2,0, LABEL, ITI TLE, IOC. ,100. ,1,0, 2,2,9, 1C,1, LAST)
LABEL=(UH ONE)
CALL DRAW ( N , X , Y2 , 3, 0,
L






SC-LEXP OJI OBLEXP E(CJI) TREND FCST ERROR
622.014 626. KC 633.73 630.35 -.73 629.62 -626.1*0
620.23 625.99 632.68 627.77 -1.05 626.72 3.63
628.99 626.10 631.57 626.1(0 -1.11 625.29 .62
627.86 625.22 630.1(6 625.26 -1.11 62K.1U .07
625.76 620.85 629.05 622.1*6 -1.U1 621.05 3.29
621.71 612.27 626.85 616.57 -2.20 611*. 37 8.78
618.62 61 1.1*2 62K.38 612.87 -2.1*7 610. KO 2.95
617.27 614.12 622.25 612.30 -2.12 610.16 -3.72
61*. 90 609.35 620.01* 609.75 -2.21 607. 5K .81
613.96 611.79 618.22 609.71 -1.82 607.89 -U.25
611. U8 605.69 616.20 606.77 -2.02 601*. 71* 2.20
6C8.8U 602.69 613.99 603.70 -2.21 601. U9 2.05
6C6.8U 602.18 611.85 601.81* -2. IM 599.70 -.69
600.82 586.76 608.51* 593.10 -3.31 589.79 12.91*
597.03 588.20 605.09 588.98 -3.U5 585.53 1.59
596.20 59K.26 602.U2 589.98 -2.67 587.32 -8.73
59K.99 592.15 600.19 589.78 -2.23 587.55 -K.83
592.05 585.20 597.75 586.35 -2. UK 583.91 2.35
587.58 577.1*1 591*. 70 58C.46 -3.05 577. Ul 6.77
583.75 57K.81 591.1*1 576.08 -3.29 572.80 2.60
579.35 569. oe 587.79 570.90 -3.62 567.28 3.72
576.72 570.59 581*. 1*7 56e.97 -3.32 565.65 -3.31
577.75 580.1H 582.1(5 573.CH -2.02 571.02 -IK. 1(9
577.77 577.81 581.05 57K.K8 -1.K1 573.08 -6.79
576.38 573.15 579.65 573.11 -l.KG 571.71 -.07
577.13 578.88 578.89 575.37 -.75 571*. 61 -7.17
579.10 583.69 578.95 579. 2K .06 579.30 -9.08
581.29 586. 1*2 579.66 582.93 .70 583. 64 -7.12
583.10 587.31 580.69 585.51 1.03 586.51* -3.67
58*. 80 588.77 581.92 587.68 1.23 588.91 -2.23
585.11 585.83 582.88 587. 3U .96 588.30 3.08
587.02 591.«*9 58K.12 589.93 1.2K 591.17 -3.19
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SGLEXP OJI OBLEXP E(CJI) TREND FCST ERROR
569. e6 596.48 585.84 593.88 1.72 595.60 -5.31
550.90 593.34 587.36 594.45 1.52 595.97 2.26
590.26 5e8.75 588.23 592.29 .87 593.15 7.22
589.28 587.01 588.55 59C.C2 .32 590.34 6.14
567.31 582.69 588.17 586.44 -.37 586.06 7.6 c
584.38 577.55 587.04 581.72 -1.14 580.58 8.51
580. 64 571.93 585.12 576.17 -1.92 574.25 8.65
576.27 566.05 582.46 570.07 -2.66 567.41 8.20
575.94 575.18 580.51 571.37 -1.96 569.42 -7.77
577.44 580.95 579.59 575.30 -.92 574.38 -11.53
577.59 577.92 578.99 576.19 -.60 575.59 -3.54
578.42 58C.36 578.82 578.02 -.17 577.85 -4.77
580.46 585.24 579.31 561.62 .49 582.11 -7.39
582.79 588.23 580.36 585.23 1.05 586.28 -6.12
565.20 590.82 581.81 588.59 1.45 590.05 -4.54
588.46 596.07 583.81 593.12 2.0C 595.12 -6.02
551.21 597.63 586.03 596.40 2.22 598.62 -2.51
554.52 602.25 588.58 600.47 2.55 603.02 -3.63
559.77 612.01 591.93 607.60 3.36 610.96 -8.99
6C2.42 608.61 595.08 609.76 3.15 612.91 2.35
6C3.14 604. 8C 597.50 608.77 2.42 611.19 8.11
6C4.26 606.87 599.52 60e.99 2.03 611.01 4.32
6C4.41 604.77 600.99 607.83 1.47 609.30 6.24
6C3.74 602.18 601.82 6C5.67 .83 606.49 7.12
6C3.70 603.62 602.38 605.03 .57 605.59 2.87
6C3.96 604.54 602.85 605.06 .47 605.53 1.05
6C3.10 601. 1C 602.93 6C3.27 .07 603.34 4.43
6C2.91 602.47 602.92 602.90 -.01 602.89 .87
6C3.98 606.47 603.24 6C4.72 .32 605.03 -3.58
6C4.41 605.43 603.59 605.24 .35 605.59 -.40
6C3.81 602. 4C 603.66 603.96 .07 604.03 3.19
6C4.83 6C7.22 604.01 605.66 .35 606.01 -3.19
6C1.75 59U.56 603.33 6CC.17 -.68 599.49 11.45
6C0.C3 596. OC 602.34 597.71 -.99 596.72 3.49
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SGLEXP OJI OBLEXP E(OJI) TREND FCST ERROR
598.06 593. 49 601.06 595.07 -i.2e 593.79 3.23
557.78 597.11 600.07 595.48 -.98 594.50 -3.32
599.83 604.62 600.00 599.66 -.07 599.59 -10.12
6C1.ti3 605.17 600.43 6C2.43 .43 602.86 -5.58
6C4.27 610. 9C 601.58 606.96 1.15 608.12 -8.04
6C6.57 61 1.9U 6C3.08 610.07 1.50 611.56 -3.82
6C8.12 611.72 60*. 59 611.64 1.51 613.15 -.16
6C9.49 612.68 606.06 612.91 1.47 614.38 .47
6C9.87 610.76 607.20 612.53 1.14 613.68 3.62
612. 2k 617.78 508. n 615.77 1.51 617.28 -4.10
613.24 615.56 610.07 616. HC 1.36 617.76 1.72
613.71 614.82 6 1 1 . 16 616.26 1.C9 617.35 2.94
614.22 615. 42 612.08 616.37 .92 617.29 1.93
613.95 613.31 612.6U 615.26 .56 615.82 3.98
613.73 613.23 612.97 614.50 .33 614.83 2.59
613.63 613.36 613.17 614.09 .20 614.29 1.45
61>t.26 615.75 613.50 615.03 .33 615.36 -1.46
614. 8H 616.19 613.90 615.78 .4C 616.19 -.83
615.16 615.89 614.28 616.01* .38 616.41 .30
613.68 610.25 614.10 613.27 -.18 613.09 6.16
616.03 621. 49 614.68 617.38 .58 617.95 -8.40
618.02 622.67 615.68 62C.36 l.CC 621.36 -l«.72
619.11 621. 64 616.71 621.50 1.03 622.53 -.28
620.70 624.42 617.91 623. 49 1.20 624.69 -1.89
622.21 625.72 619.20 625.22 1.29 626.51 -1.03
623.71 627.21 620.55 626.87 1.35 628.22 -.70
625.111 628. 5C 621.93 628.36 1.38 629.74 -.28
627.70 633.65 623.66 631.73 1.73 633.47 -3.91
629.31* 623.19 625.36 632.32 1.71 635.03 .28
629.23 628.96 626.52 631.93 1.16 633.09 6.07
620.69 634.10 627.77 633.61 1.25 634.86 -1.01
621.20 632.39 628.80 622. 6C 1.03 634.63 2.47
632.15 634.37 629.81 634.50 1.00 635.50 .26
624.45 639.82 631.20 637. 7C 1.39 639.10 -4.32
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CATE SGLEXP CJI OBLEXP E(CJI) TRENC FCST EPROI
12461 635.75 63e.79 632.57 63C94 1.37 640.31 .31
12561 636.34 637.72 633.70 638.95 1.13 640.12 2.59
12661 637.10 638.87 634.72 635. 4e 1.02 640.50 1.25
12761 629.05 643.59 636.02 642. ce 1.3C 643.38 -3.09
13061 6U2. 53 650.64 637.97 647.08 1.95 649.03 -7.26
13161 644.23 648. 2C 639.85 64e.61 i.ee 650.49 .83
20161 645.76 649.39 641.63 645.93 1 .78 651.71 1.10
20261 648.13 653.62 643.58 652.68 1.95 654.63 -1.91
20361 619.58 652.97 645.38 653.78 1.8C 655.59 1.66
20661 6>i8.ii0 645.65 646.29 65C52 .91 651.43 9.94
20761 647.06 643.94 646.52 647.61 .22 647.84 7.45
20861 647.60 648.85 646.84 648.36 .32 648.68 -1.01
20961 6 06.86 645.12 646.85 646.86 .00 646.87 3.56
21061 614 4.70 639.67 646.20 643. 2C -.64 642.55 7.20
21361 642.40 637.04 645.06 639.74 -1.14 638.60 5.51
21461 642.55 642.91 644.31 64C.8C -.75 640.05 -4.31
2156-1 644.46 648.89 644.35 644.56 .04 644.60 -6.84
21661 646. 66 651.86 645.05 646.30 .7C 649.00 -7.26
21761 648.17 651.67 645.99 650.36 .94 651.30 -2.67
22061 649.82 653.65 647.14 652.50 1.15 653.65 -2.35
22161 650.55 652. 4C 648.17 653.01 1.C4 654.05 1.25
22361 651.74 654.42 649.24 654.24 1.07 655.31 -.37
22461 652.90 655.60 650.34 655.46 1.10 656.55 -.29
22761 655.16 660.44 651.79 656.54 1.45 659.98 -3.89
22861 657.24 662.08 653.42 661.05 1.64 662.69 -2.10
30161 658.57 663.03 655.09 662.86 1.67 664.53 -.34
30261 662.10 665. 3<3 657.19 667. CI 2.1C 669.11 -4.86
30361 664.54 671.57 659.52 67C.37 2.32 672.69 -2.46
30661 667.80 674.46 662. CO 673.55 2.48 676.08 -1.77
30761 667.60 667.14 663.68 671.52 1.66 673.20 8.94
30861 667.16 666.15 664.73 665. 6C 1.C5 670.65 7.05
30961 666. CI 663.33 665.11 666.92 .35 667.30 7.32
31061 665.28 663.56 665.16 665.35 .05 665.44 3.74





















































































































































































































































































CATE SGLEXP CJI DBLEXP E(CJI) TREND FCST ERROI
50261 660.51 682. 3U 681.58 679. 4H -.46 678.99 -5.91
50361 663.03 688. 9C 682.01 68K.04 .43 684.48 -9.91
50461 665.79 692.25 683.15 688.44 1.13 689.58 -7.77
50561 6E7.26 690.67 684.38 69C.13 1.23 691.37 -1.09
50661 667.80 689.06 685.41 69C.19 1.03 691.22 2.31
50961 667.53 686.92 686. C4 689.02 .64 689.66 4.3C
51061 667.26 686.61 686.41 668.11 .36 688.47 3.05
51161 667.03 6e6.U9 686.59 667.46 .19 687.65 1.98
51261 667.29 687.91 686.80 6e7.78 .21 687.99 -.26
51561 668.82 692.37 687.41 69C.22 .60 690.83 -4.38
51661 691.49 697. 7U 688.63 694.35 1.23 695.58 -6.91
51761 695.70 705.52 690.75 70C.65 2.12 702.77 -9.94
51861 697.33 701.14 692.73 701.94 1.97 703.91 1.63
51961 699.92 705.96 694.89 7C4.96 2.16 707.11 -2.05
52261 7C0.68 702.44 696.62 7C4.73 1.7H 706.47 H.67
52361 7C0.65 7CC.59 697.83 703.47 1.21 704.68 5.88
52461 699. Ml 696.52 698.31 7CC.52 .47 700.99 e.u
52561 696.64 690.16 697.80 695. M7 -.5C 694.97 1C.83
52661 696.53 696.28 697.42 695.64 -.38 695.25 -1.31
53161 696.59 696.72 697.17 696. CO -.25 695.75 -1.47
60161 696.22 695.37 696.89 695.56 -.2e 695.27 .38
60261 696.67 697.70 696.82 696.51 -.07 696.44 -2.43
60561 698.69 703. 43 697.38 700.01 .56 700.57 -6.99
60661 7C0.22 703.79 698.23 7C2.21 .85 703.06 -3.22
60761 7C0.H1 7CC.86 698.89 7C1.94 .65 702.59 2.20
60861 7C0.80 701.69 699.46 702.13 .57 702.71 .9C
60961 7C0.83 70C.9C 699.87 701.78 .41 702.19 1.81
61261 699.61 696.76 699.79 699.42 -.C6 699.34 5.43
61361 697.97 694.15 699.25 696.70 -.55 696.15 5.19
61461 697.32 695.81 698.67 695.98 -.56 695.40 .34
61561 695.51 691.27 697.72 693.29 -.95 692.34 4.13
61661 692.50 685.50 696.16 688.85 -1.56 687.29 6.84
61961 6e8.96 680.68 694. CO 683.92 -2.16 681.76 6.61
62061 668.63 687.87 692.39 684.88 -1.61 683.27 -6.11
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CATE SGLEXP cj; DBLI XP E«CJI1 TRENC FCST ERRCR
62161 667.87 686.09 691.03 684.71 -1.36 683.35 -2.82
62261 667.19 685.62 689.88 6e4.51 1 . 1
5
683.36 -2.27
62361 667.63 688.66 689.21 686.06 -.6? 685.39 -5.30
62661 665.69 681.16 688.15 683.23 •1.05 682.18 4.23
62T61 665.15 683.88 687.25 683. C5 -.9C 682.
U
-1.70
62861 6eu.98 684.59 686.57 683.39 -.6e 682.71 -2.45
62961 664.07 681.95 685.82 682.32 -.75 681.57 .76
63061 66U.CU 683.96 685.29 682.79 -.53 682.26 -2.39
70361 665.77 689.81 685.43 <86.11 .15 686.25 -7.55
70561 687.87 692.77 686.16 6e9.S8 .73 690.31 -6.52
70661 669.79 694.27 687.25 692.33 1.09 693.42 -3.96
70761 690.6? 692.73 688.28 693.07 1.03 694.09 .69
71061 691. U2 693.16 689.22 693.62 .94 694.56 .93
71161 692.33 694.47 690.15 694.51 .93 695.45 .09
71261 691.87 69C.79 690.67 693.07 .52 693.59 4.66
71361 690.08 685. 9C 690.49 689.67 -.18 689.49 7.69
71461 690. 3U 690.95 690.45 69C.23 -.05 690.19 -1.46
71761 668,42 684.59 689.90 687.33 -.55 686.78 5.60
71661 665.82 679. 3C 688.67 682.97 -1.22 681.74 7.48
71961 664.90 682.7b 687.54 682.25 -1.13 681.12 -1.00
72061 664.32 682.97 686.57 682.06 -.97 681.10 -1.85
72161 6e3.87 682.81 685.76 681.97 -.81 681.16 -1.71
72*61 683.35 682.14 685.04 681.66 -.72 680.93 -.98
72561 664.25 686.37 684.80 683.71 -.23 683.47 -5.44
72661 667. 2*4 694.19 685.53 6e8.94 .73 689.67 -10.72
72761 691.90 702.80 687.44 696.37 1.91 698.28 -13.13
72861 695.87 7C5.13 689.97 7C1.77 2.53 704.30 -6.85
73161 698.72 7C5.37 692.60 704.85 2.62 707.47 -1.07
80161 7C3.29 713.94 695.80 71C.77 3.21 713.98 -6.47
80261 7C5.44 710.46 698.69 712.18 2.89 715.07 3.52
80361 7C8.52 715.71 701.64 715.40 2.95 718.35 -.64
80461 712.17 720.69 704.80 719.54 3.16 722.70 -2.34
80761 714.39 719.58 707.68 721.11 2.8e 723.99 3.12
80861 716.14 720.22 710.22 722.07 2.54 724.60 3.77

CATE SGLEXP CJI OBLEXP E(CJI) TRENC FCST ERROR
8096) 716.57 717.57 712,12 721. C2 1.91 722.92 7.03
ei061 717.75 720.49 713.81 721.68 1.6? 723.37 2.43
81161 719.21 722.61 715.43 722.98 1.62 724.60 .76
81461 719.12 718.93 716. 54 12 1.71 1.11 722.82 5.67
81561 718. 24 716.18 717.05 719.43 .51 719.94 6.64
81661 718.23 716.20 717.«40 719.05 .35 719.41 1.74
81761 719.31 721.84 717.97 72C.65 .57 721.22 -2.43
81861 720.58 723. 5*4 718.76 722. 4C .78 723.19 -2.32
82161 721.83 724.75 719.68 723.98 .92 724.91 -1.56
82261 723.01 725.76 720.68 725.34 1.00 726.34 -.85
82361 722.2U 720. «46 721.15 723. 3U .47 723.81 5.88
82461 719.78 71(4.03 720. 7U 716.82 -.41 718.41 9.78
82561 718.86 716. 7C 720.17 717.5*4 -.56 716.97 1.71
82861 718.00 716.01 719.52 716.46 -.65 715.83 .96
82961 716.85 7H4.15 718.72 714.97 -.8C 714.17 1.66
83C61 716.86 716.90 718.16 715.56 -.56 715.01 -2.73
90161 718.16 721.19 718.16 7ie.16 -.OC 718.16 -6.18
90561 718.33 718.72 718.21 716.45 .05 718.50 -.56
90661 720.63 726.01 718. 94 722.33 .73 723.05 -7.51
90761 722. MO 726.53 719.98 724.83 1.04 725.87 -3.48
90661 721.95 720.91 720.57 723.34 .59 723.93 4.96
91161 719. 6e 714.36 720.30 719. C5 -.27 718.78 9.57
91261 720.56 722.61 720.38 720.73 .08 720.81 -3.83
91361 721.05 722.20 72C.58 721.52 .20 721.72 -1.39
91461 719.23 715.00 720.18 7ie.29 -.4C 717.89 6.72
91561 718.35 716. 3C 719.63 717.08 -.55 716.53 1.59
91861 716.22 711. 24 7ie.61 713.83 -1.02 712.81 5.29
91961 712.12 702.54 716.66 707.57 -1.95 705.63 10.27
92C61 710.68 707.32 714.86 7C6.49 -1.79 704.69 -1.69
92161 7C9.37 706.31 713.22 705.52 -1.65 703.87 -1.62
92261 7C7.03 7C1.57 7 1 1 . 36 7C2.7C -1.86 700.84 2.30
92561 7C2.48 691.86 708.69 696.26 -2.66 693.60 6.96
92661 6S9.69 693. 2C 705.99 693.39 -2.70 690.69 .40
92761 7C0.12 7C1.13 704.23 696.02 -1.76 694.26 -10.44
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CATE SGLEXP CJI DBLEXP E(CJI) TREND FCST ERROR
92861 7C0.17 700.28 703.02 697.33 -1.22 696.11 -6.02
92961 7C0.48 701.21 702.26 698.71 -.76 697.95 -5.10
100261 7C0.29 699.83 701.66 698.91 -.59 698.32 -1.88
1C0361 699.80 698.66 7C1.11 698.49 -.56 697.93 -.34
1C0461 7C0.85 703.31 70 1 . 03 70C.68 -.08 700.60 -5.38
100561 7C3.14 7C8.U9 701.66 704.62 .63 705.26 -7.89
100661 7C4.68 708.25 702.57 7C6.78 .9C 707.69 -2.99
100961 7C4.90 705.42 703.27 706.53 .70 707.23 2.27
101061 7C5.43 706.67 703.92 7C6.94 .65 707.59 .56
101161 7C5.49 705.62 704.39 706.59 .47 707.06 1.97
101261 7C5.49 705.50 704.72 706.26 .33 706.59 1.56
101361 7C4.84 703.31 704.75 704.92 .04 704.96 3.28
101661 7C4.33 703.15 704.63 7C4.C3 -.13 703.91 1.81
101761 7C3.63 701.98 7C4.33 7C2.92 -.3C 702.62 1.93
101861 7C3.80 70U.2C 704.17 703.43 -.16 703.27 -1.58
101961 7CU.11 704.85 704.15 7C4.08 -.02 704.06 -1.58
102C61 7C4.57 705.62 7C4.28 7C4.86 .12 704.98 -1.56
102361 7C2.89 698.98 703.86 7C1.92 -.42 701.50 6.00
102461 7C1.19 697.24 703.06 699.33 -.8C 698.53 4.26
102561 7C1.05 700.72 702.46 699.65 -,6C 699.04 -2.19
102661 7C0.94 700.68 702.00 699.88 -.46 699.42 -1.64
102761 7C0.28 698.74 701.49 699.07 -.52 698.56 .68
103061 7C0.52 701.09 701.20 699.85 -.29 699.56 -2.53
103161 7C1.54 703.92 701.30 7C1.7e .1C 701.89 -4.36
110161 7C2.23 703.84 701.58 702.88 .28 703.16 -1.95
110261 7C3.61 706.83 702.19 7C5.C3 .61 705.64 -3.67
110361 7C5.31 709.26 7C3.12 7C7.49 .93 708.42 -3.62
110661 7C8.C9 714. 6C 704.62 711.57 1.49 713.06 -6.18
110861 712.79 723.74 7C7.C7 71 8.5 1 2.45 720.96 -1C.68
110961 715. 6U 722.28 7C9.64 721.63 2.57 724.20 -1.32
111C61 718.39 724.83 712.26 724.52 2.63 727.15 -.63
111361 721 .U0 728.43 715. CI 727. 8C 2.74 730.54 -1.28
1 1 1*461 724.75 732.56 7 1 7 . 93 731.57 2.92 734.50 -2.02
111561 727.63 734.34 720.84 734.42 2.91 737.33 .16
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CATE SGLEXP OJI OB L EXP E(CJI) TRENC FCST ERROR
111661 729.24 733.33 723.39 735.29 2.55 737. 8U U.00
111761 729.40 729.53 725.19 733.60 1.8C 735. UO 8.31
112C61 729.60 73C.09 726.52 732.69 1.32 73U.02 5.31
112161 729.52 729.32 727.»42 731.62 .9C 732.52 U.70
112261 729.79 730.42 728.13 731. US .71 732.16 2.10
112461 720.63 722. 6C 728.88 732.39 .75 733. 1U -.UU
112761 731. CU 731.99 729.53 732.55 .65 733.20 1.15
112861 720.15 728.07 729.71 73C.58 .15 730.77 5.13
112961 729.26 727.18 729.58 728. 94 -.14 728.80 3.59
113061 726.96 721. 6C 728.79 725.13 -.78 72U.3U 7.20
120161 727.51 728. 8C 728. Ul 726.62 -.38 726.23 -U.U6
1201461 728.62 731.22 728.147 728.78 .06 728.84 -U.99
120561 729.143 731.31 728.76 73C.10 .29 730.39 -2.U7
120661 729.63 730.09 729.02 73C.2U .26 730.50 .30
120761 728.67 726. U5 728.92 728. U2 -.1C 728.33 4.05
12C861 728.54 728.23 728.80 72e.28 -.11 728.17 .10
121161 729.75 732.56 729.09 730. Ul .28 730.69 -4.39
121261 721.03 734.02 729.67 732.39 .58 732.97 -3.33
121361 722.19 73*4.91 730.43 733.96 .76 73U.72 -1.94
121U61 721.82 730. 9U 730. 84 732.79 .42 733.21 3.78
121561 721. C9 729.40 730.92 731.27 .07 731. 3U 3.81
121661 720. ce 727.71 730.67 725. U9 -.25 729. 2U 2.63
121961 727.78 722.U1 729.80 725.76 -.87 72U.89 6.83
122061 726.22 722.57 728.72 723.71 -i.oe 722.63 2.32
122161 724.28 72C.1C 727.42 721. 3U -1.3C 720. OU 2.53
122261 723.33 72C.87 726.19 72C.46 -1.22 719.23 -.83
122661 723.26 723.09 725.31 721. 2C -.88 720.32 -3.86
122761 725.71 731.«»2 725. U3 725.95 .12 726.10 -11.11
122861 727.45 721.51 726. CU 72e.86 .61 729. U7 -5.41
122961 728.56 731.14 726.79 73C.32 .76 731.08 -1.67
10262 727. 40 72»*. 71 726.98 727.83 .18 728.01 6.37
10362 726.98 726.01 726.98 726.99 .CC 726.99 2.00
10462 725.65 722.53 726.58 724.72 -.UO 72U.32 4.46
10562 722. 41 714.84 725.33 719.48 -1.25 718.23 5.48
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CATE SCLEXP CJI CBLEXP E(CJI) TREND FCST ERROR
10862 718.38 708.98 723.24 713.51 -2.08 711.43 9.25
10962 715.16 707. 64 720.82 7C9.50 -2.43 707.07 3.79
11062 712. 42 7C6.02 718. 3C 7C6.53 -2.52 704.01 1.05
11162 711.89 710.67 716.38 7C7.41 -1.92 705.49 -6.66
11262 711.8m 711.73 715.02 708.67 -1.36 707.31 -6.24
11562 711.15 7C9.5I 713.86 7C8.45 -1.16 707.29 -2.23
11662 7C9.29 704.93 712.49 7C6.C9 -1.37 704.71 2.36
11762 7C6.75 700.84 710.77 7C2.74 -1.72 701.02 3.87
11862 7C3.C7 694.49 708.46 697.69 -2.31 695.38 6.53
11962 7C1.48 697.77 706.37 696. 6C -2. OS 694.51 -2.39
12262 T1.63 701.98 704.95 69e.32 -1.42 696.90 -7.47
12362 7C0.70 698.54 703.67 697.74 -1.27 696.46 -1.64
12462 6S9.94 698.17 702.55 697.33 -1.12 696.22 -1.71
12562 698.92 696.52 701.46 696.37 -1.C9 695.28 -.30
12662 696.90 692.19 700.09 693.70 -1.37 692.33 3.09
12962 6S4.81 689.92 698.51 691.10 -1.59 689.52 2.41
13062 694.59 694.09 697.33 691.85 -1.17 690.67 -4.57
13162 696.21 7CC.0C 697. CO 695.43 -.34 695.09 -9.33
20162 698.11 702.54 697.33 698.89 .33 699.23 -7.45
20262 7C0.64 706.55 698.32 702.96 .99 703.95 -7.32
20562 7C2.29 706.14 699.51 7C5.C7 1.19 706.26 -2.19
20662 7CU.72 710.39 701.08 7C8.37 1.56 709.93 -4.13
20762 7C8.02 715.73 703.16 712.89 2.08 714.97 -5.80
20862 710.66 716.82 705.41 715.91 2.25 718.16 -1.85
20962 711.74 714.27 707.31 716.18 1.9C 718.08 3.89
21262 712.70 714.92 708.93 716.47 1.62 718.08 3.16
21362 713.18 714.32 710.20 716.16 1.28 717.44 3.76
21462 713.33 713.67 711.14 715.52 .94 716.46 3.77
21562 7114.51 717.27 712.15 716.87 1.01 717.88 -.81
21662 715.10 716.46 713.04 717.16 .88 718.04 1.42
21962 714. es 714.36 713.59 716.16 .55 716.71 3.68
22062 715. C8 715.55 714.03 716.12 .45 716.57 1.16
22162 714.46 713.02 714.16 714.76 .13 714.89 3.55
22362 712.98 709.54 713.81 712.16 -.35 711.81 5.35
134

CATE SGLEXP DJI DBLEXP E(CJI) TREfSC FCST fcPRCR
22662 710.96 7C6.22 712.95 708.96 -.86 708.10 5.59
22762 7C9.53 7C6.22 71 1.93 7C7.1U -1.C3 706.12 1.88
22862 7C9.C9 7C8.05 7 1 1 . C8 7C7.1C -.85 7C6.25 -1.93
30162 7C9.91 71 1.81 7 1 . 72 7C9.C9 -.35 708.73 -5.56
20262 710.23 711. OC 71C.58 7C9.89 -.15 709. 7U -2.27
30562 710.16 7C9.99 710.4(5 7CS.87 -.13 709. 7U -.25
3C662 7C9.56 70e.17 710.19 7C8.9U -.27 7Ce.67 1.57
30762 7C8.68 7C6.6? 709.71* 7C7.63 -.U5 707.18 2.0U
30862 710. 20 713.75 709.88 71C.53 .14 710.67 -6.57
3C962 711. U7 71U.UU 71C.36 712.59 .148 713.07 -3.77
31262 712. UU 71U.6R 7 1 . 98 713.89 .62 71U.52 -1.61
31362 713.68 716.58 7 1 1 . 79 715.57 .81 716.38 -2.06
3 1*462 715.86 72C.95 713. CI 7ie.71 1.22 719.93 -U.57
31562 718.16 723. 5U 71U.56 721.77 1.55 723.32 -3.61
31662 719.55 722.77 716. C5 723. CU 1.5C 72U.5U .55
31962 719. eo 72C.3e 717.18 722. U2 1.12 723. 5U U.16
32C62 719.76 719.66 717.95 721.56 .77 722.33 3.88
32162 718.81 716.62 718.21 719. U2 .26 719.68 5.71
32262 7ie.C9 716.39 718.17 718. CC -.CU 717.97 2.29
32362 717. 6C 716. U6 718. CO 717.20 -.17 717.03 1.51
32662 715.52 71C.67 7 1 7 . 26 713.78 -.7U 713. OU 6.36
3276? 713.05 7C7.28 715.99 71C.1C -1.26 708. 8U 5.76
32862 712.81 712.25 715. CU 71C.58 -.96 709.62 -3.U1
32962 712.97 713.3U 71U.U2 711.52 -.62 710.90 -3.72
33C62 711.16 7C6.95 7 13. Mi 7ce.ee -.98 707.91 3.95
U0262 7C9.UU 7C5.U2 712. 2U 7C6.6U -1.2C 705. UU 2.U9
UC262 7C6.79 7CC.6C 710.60 7C2.97 -1.6U 701. 3U U.8U
U0U62 7C3.82 696. 8P 70e.57 699. C6 -2.0U 697.03 U.U6
U0562 7C2.93 7CC.88 706.88 696.99 -1.69 697.30 -2.85
UC662 7C1.9U 699.6? 7C5.UO 698.M9 -1 .U8 697. CI -2.33
UC962 699.25 692.96 703.55 69U.9U -1.814 693. 10 U.05
U1C62 698. 11 695. Ui 701.92 6914. 3C -1.63 692.67 -2.36
U 1 162 697.15 691). 9C 7CC.U9 693.81 -1.U3 692.38 -2.23















































































































































































































































































































































































































-5.01 564.08 12. 4*4
-3.75 567.52 -1*4. 1C

























CATE SGLEXP CJI DRLEXP E(CJI) TPENC FCST ERRGR
72362 577.70 577. 47 579.18 576.22 -.63 575.58 -2.55
72U62 576.63 57*4 . 12 578.41 574. e4 -.77 574.07 1.46
72562 576. CU 574.67 577.70 574.38 -.71 573.66 -.6C
72662 577.11 579.61 577.52 576. 7C -.18 576.52 -5.95
72762 579. ue ses.oc 578.11 56C.84 .59 581.43 -6.4e
73C62 563. C7 591. 44 579.60 5e6.54 1.49 5e8.C2 -1C.01
73162 5E7.53 597.93 581.98 593. ce 2.3e 595.45 -9.91
80162 568.68 591.36 5e3.99 593.37 2. CI 595.38 4.09
8C262 590.22 593.83 585. e6 594.59 1.87 596.46 1.55
80362 592. C7 596.38 5e7.72 596.42 1.86 598.28 .08
80662 592.42 593.214 589.13 595.71 1.4 1 597.12 5.04
8C762 591.20 588.35 589.75 592.65 .62 593.27 e.77
e0862 591.12 590. 94 590.16 592. oe .41 592.49 2.33
80962 591.14 591.19 59C.46 591.83 .29 592.12 1.3C
eiC62 591.50 592.32 59C.77 592.22 .31 592.53 -.20
81362 592.63 595.29 591.33 593.94 .56 594.50 -2.76
81462 595.41 6C1.9C 592.55 598.27 1.23 599.50 -7.40
81562 598.82 606.76 594.43 6C3.2C i.ee 605.08 -7.26
81662 6C1.19 6C6.71 596.46 6C5.91 2.02 607.94 -1.63
81762 6C3.8U 61C.02 598.67 609. CC 2.21 611.21 -2.08
82062 6C6.54 612.86 6C1.C3 612. C5 2.36 614.41 -1.65
e2162 6C7.17 6C8.64 6C2.87 611.47 1.84 613.31 5.77
82262 6C9.68 615.54 604.92 614.45 2.04 616.49 -2.23
82362 611.58 616. 0C 6C6.92 616.24 2.0C 618.24 .49
82462 612.23 613.74 608.51 615.94 1.59 617.54 4.5C
82762 612.33 612.57 609.65 615.00 1.15 616.15 4.97
32862 610.21 6C5.25 609.82 61C.59 .17 610.76 1C.90
P2962 6C8.19 6C3.49 6C9.33 6C7.C5 -.49 606.56 7.27
83C62 6C6.43 6C2.32 6C8.46 6C4.4C -.87 6C3.53 4.24
83162 6C7.25 6C9.19 608.10 606.41 -.36 606.05 -5.65
90462 605. ei 602.45 607.41 6C4.21 -.69 603.53 3.60
90562 AC3.81 599.14 6C6.33 6C1.29 -i.ce 600.21 4.39
9C662 6C2.91 600.81 605.31 6CC.52 -1.03 599.49 -.60
90762 6C2.30 6CC.86 604.40 6CC.19 -.9C 599.29 -1.37
13-

CATE SGLEXP CJI DBLEXP E(CJI) TRENC FCST ERROR
91C62 6C2.22 6C2.03 603.75 6CC.69 -.66 600.03 -2.74
91162 6C2.75 6C3.99 603. 45 602.05 -.30 601.75 -3.96
91262 6C2.93 6C3.3U 603.29 6C2.56 -.16 602.40 -1.59
91362 6C3.25 603.99 603.28 6C3.21 -.CI 603.20 -1.59
91462 6CU.C2 605. 84 603.50 6CM.55 .22 604.77 -2.64
91762 6C5.11 607.63 6C3.98 606.23 .4e 606.71 -2.86
91862 6C5.70 607.09 604.50 6C6.9C .52 607.42 -.3e
91962 6C6.12 607.09 604.98 607.25 .49 607.74 .33
92062 6C4.78 601.65 604.92 604.63 -.06 604.57 6.09
92162 6co.ee 591.78 6C3.71 59e.C5 -1.21 596. e3 12.79
92462 595. 49 582.91 601.24 569.73 -2.47 567.27 13.92
92562 593.31 see. 22 598. e6 567.75 -2.38 585.37 -.95
92662 5e8.e6 578.48 595.86 5ei.86 -3.CC 578.86 6.89
92762 564.44 574.12 592.43 576.44 -3.43 573.01 M.74
92862 562.56 578.19 589.47 575.65 -2.96 572.69 -5.18
100162 579.38 571.95 586.44 572.31 -3.03 569.29 .74
1C0262 579.18 578.73 584.27 574. 1C -2.18 571.92 -9.U4
1CC362 578.99 578.52 582.68 575.29 -1.58 573.70 -6.6C
100462 560.01 582.41 581.e8 57e.l4 -.8C 577.34 -8.71
100562 561.99 586.59 581.91 562. C6 .03 582.09 -9.25
1C0862 563.22 5e6.09 582.30 5e4.13 .39 584.52 -4.0C
1C0962 S6U.H1 587.18 582.93 585. 8e .63 586.51 -2.66
101062 565.53 588.Hi 583.71 5e7.34 .78 588.12 -1.63
1C1162 585.81 586.47 584.34 567.26 .63 587.91 1.65
101262 566. CI 586. 47 584.84 5e7.17 .50 587.67 1.44
101562 567.11 589.69 585.52 see.7c .6e 589.38 -2.02
101662 se7.7e 589.35 586.20 5es.37 .6e 590.04 .03
1C 1762 567.75 587. 6e 586.67 588.84 .47 589.30 2.36
101862 565.77 sei.is 586.40 585.15 -.27 584.88 e. is
101962 562.03 573.29 585.09 576.97 -1.31 577.66 11.59
1C2262 578. CC 566. 6C 582.96 573. C4 -2.12 570.91 9.06
1C2362 572. C2 556.06 579.68 56M.36 -3.26 561.07 12.85
102462 573.42 576. 6e 577.80 569. C3 -i.ee 567.15 -15.61
1C2562 572.65 57C.e6 576.25 569. CU -1.5* 567.50 -3.71
139

CME SGLEXP OJI DBLEXP EIGJII TRENC FCST ERROR
102662 571.56 569.02 57U.e5 56e.27 -1.U1 566.87 -1.52
102962 573.90 579.35 574.56 573.23 -.28 572.95 -12.48
1C3C62 57e.i42 588.98 575.72 581.12 1.16 582.28 -16.03
1C3162 5E1.83 589.77 577.55 586.10 1.83 587.93 -7.*9
110162 5E6.*2 597.13 580.21 592.62 2.66 595.28 -9.20
110262 591. e7 60*. 58 583.71 6CC.C2 3.5C 603.52 -9.3C
110562 597. U5 610. U8 587.83 607.07 U.12 611.19 -6.96
110762 6C2.9U 615.75 592.36 613.52 U.53 618.05 -*.56
110862 6CU.ei 609.16 596.10 613.52 3.73 617.25 e.89
11C962 6C8.20 616.13 599.73 616. te 3.63 620.31 1.12
111262 613.07 62*. Ul 603.73 622. UC U.OC 626. *0 -*.10
111362 616.08 623.11 607. 1(3 62U.72 3.7C 628. *3 3.29
111*62 620. UC 63C.U8 611.32 629. U7 3.89 633.36 -2.05
111562 623.02 629. 1U 614.83 631.21 3.51 63*. 72 *.22
111662 625.29 63C.60 617.97 632.62 3.1U 635.76 *.12
111962 655.57 626.21 620.25 63C.89 2.2e 633.17 9.55
112062 627.78 632.9* 622.51 633.05 2.26 635.31 .23
112162 630.62 637.25 62U.9U 636.30 2.U3 638.73 -1.9*
112362 63U.90 6**. 87 627.93 6U1.86 2.99 6*U.65 -6.1*
112662 637. C5 6*2.06 630.66 6U3.U3 2.73 6U6.16 2.79
112762 61(0.36 6ue.os 633.57 6U7.1U 2.91 650.05 -1.92
112862 6*3.80 651.85 636. 6U 65C.97 3.07 65U.0U -1.8C
112962 6*6. *5 652.61 639.58 653.31 2.9* 656.25 1.43
113C62 6*7.30 6*9. 3C 6U1.90 652.71 2.32 655.02 6.95
120362 61(7.03 6*6. Ul 6U3.UU 65C.63 1.5U 652.17 8.61
120U62 6*8.37 651. U8 6UU.92 651.82 1.U8 653.30 .69
120562 650. C5 653.99 6U6.U6 653.65 1.5U 655.19 -.69
120662 650.56 651.73 6U7.69 653. U3 1.23 65U.66 3.*6
120762 651. C2 652.10 6U8.69 653.35 l.CC 65U.35 2.56
121C62 6*9.2* 6*5.08 6*6.85 6U9.62 .17 6*9.79 9.27
121162 6*8. CI 645.16 6U8.60 6U7.U3 -.25 6*7.18 *.63
121262 6*7. ei 6K7.33 6U8.36 6U7.25 -.2U 6*7.02 -.15
121362 6*7. C3 6*5. 2C 6U7.96 6U6.09 -.UC 6*5.69 1.82
121U62 6*7.35 6Ue.09 6U7.78 6*6.91 -.19 6*6.73 -2.*0

CATE SGLEXP CJI 08LEXP E(CJI) TRENC FCST ERROR
121762 646.79 645.49 647.48 646. 1C -.3C 645.80 1.24
121662 644.79 640.14 646.67 642.91 -.81 642.11 5.66
121962 645.46 647. CC 646.31 644. 6C -.37 644.24 -4.89
122C62 646.36 648.55 646.33 646.44 .02 646.46 -4.31
122162 646.39 646.41 646.35 646.43 .02 646.45 .05
122462 646.79 647.71 646.48 647.09 .13 647.22 -1.26
122662 648.24 651.64 647. CI 649.48 .53 650.01 -4.42
122762 648.94 65C.56 647.59 65C.29 .56 650.87 -.55
122662 649.69 651.42 648.22 651.15 .63 651.78 -.56
123162 650.41 652. 1C 648.88 651.94 .66 652.60 -.32
10263 649.32 646.79 649. CI 649.64 .12 649.77 5.81
10363 651.75 657.42 649.83 652.67 .82 654.50 -7.65
10463 654.90 662.23 651.35 65e.44 1.52 659.96 -7.73
10763 657.22 662.65 653.11 661.33 1.76 663. C9 -2.69
10663 661. C2 669.86 655.48 666.55 2.37 668.93 -6.79
10963 663.11 66e.CC 657.77 668.45 2.29 670.74 .93
11063 665.03 669.51 659.95 67C.11 2.18 672.29 1.23
11163 667. CC 671. 6C 662. C7 671.94 2.12 674.05 .69
11463 669.62 675.74 664.33 674.91 2.27 677.18 -1.69
11563 671.34 675.36 666.44 676.25 2.1C 678.36 1.82
11663 670.64 669. 0C 667.70 672.58 1.26 674.85 9.36
11763 671.34 672. 9e 668.79 673.89 1.09 674.99 1.87
11863 671.70 672.52 669.66 673.73 .87 674.60 2.47
12163 672.76 675.24 670.59 674.93 .92 675. e6 -.64
12263 673.59 675.53 671.49 675.69 .9C 676.59 .33
12363 674.79 677.58 672. 4fl 677.09 .99 678.08 -.99
12463 676.35 679.99 673.64 679. C6 1.16 680.22 -1.91
12563 677.36 679.71 674.76 679.96 1.11 6ei.07 .51
12863 679. C2 6e2.89 676. C3 682.00 i.2e 683.28 -1.82
12963 660.43 683.7? 677.35 683.51 1.32 684.83 -.45
13063 679. en 678.58 678.11 661.64 .76 682. 4C 6.25
13163 660.77 682.85 678.91 662.63 ,8C 683.43 -.45
20163 661.49 663.19 679.68 663.31 .7e 684.08 .24
20463 661.65 662.01 6PC.27 663. C3 .59 663.61 2.07
141

CATE SGLEXP CJI CBLEXP E (CJI) TRENC FCST ERROR
20563 6E1.SU 681.30 680.65 682.43 .38 682.82 2.31
20663 6ei. e« 682.52 681. CI 662.66 .35 683.02 .30
20763 6E1.01 679.09 681.01 681. C2 .CC 681.02 3.93
20863 660.69 679.92 680.91 68C.46 -.10 680.36 1.10
21163 678.90 674.74 680.31 677.49 -.60 676.89 5.62
21263 678.22 676.62 679.68 676.75 -.63 676.12 .27
21363 679.27 681.72 679.56 678.98 -.12 678.85 -5.6C
21U63 661.15 685.53 680. 03 682.26 .46 682.74 -6.68
21563 662.62 686.07 680.81 664.44 .7e 685.21 -3.33
21863 6EU.52 6e8.96 681.93 6e7.12 1.11 688.24 -3.75
21963 665.22 686.83 682.91 687.52 .99 688.51 1.41
22063 664.27 682.06 683.32 665.22 .41 685.63 6.45
22163 663. U8 681.64 683.37 663.59 .05 683.64 3.99
22563 660.82 674.61 682.60 679.04 -.76 678.27 9.03
22663 679.16 675.28 681.57 676.75 -1.03 675.71 2.99
22763 677.29 672.94 680.29 674.30 -1.26 673. C2 2.77
22863 675.99 672.94 679.00 672.98 -1.29 671.69 .08
30163 671.11 659.72 676.63 665.58 -2.37 663.22 11.97
30463 669.89 667.04 674.61 665.17 -2.02 663.14 -3.82
30563 669.07 667.16 672.95 665.19 -1.66 663.53 -4.02
30663 668.77 668.08 671.69 665.85 -1.25 664.60 -4.55
30763 669.57 671.43 671.06 666. C8 -.64 667.45 -6.83
30863 670.43 672.43 670.87 669.99 -.19 669.80 -4.98
31163 671.51 674.02 671.06 671.95 .19 672.14 -4.22
31263 672.61 675.20 671.53 673. 7C .47 674.17 -3.06
31363 674.13 677.66 672.31 675.95 .7e 676.73 -3.49
31U63 674. CI 673.73 672.82 675.20 .51 675.71 3.0C
31563 674.70 676.33 673.38 676.03 .57 676.59 -.62
31863 674.36 673.56 673.68 675. C5 .29 675.34 3.03
31963 673.67 672.06 673.67 673.67 -.CO 673.67 3.28
32063 674.71 677.12 673.98 675.43 .31 675.74 -3.45
32163 674.96 675.57 674.28 675.65 .29 675.95 .17
32263 675.82 677.83 674.74 676.91 .46 677.37 -1.88
32563 676.53 678.17 675.28 677.78 .54 678.31 -.8C

GATE SGLEXP CJI OBLEXP E(OJI ) TPEND FCST ERROP
32663 677.68 68C.38 676. CO 67S.37 .72 680.09 -2.07
32763 679. eo 6814.73 677. 1U 662.1*6 1.1K 6e3.60 -t*.64
32863 660.75 6e2.98 678.22 683.28 1.08 684.37 .62
32963 661.28 662.52 679.11* 663. 42 .92 684.34 1.85
140163 6E2.66 685.86 680.20 685.12 1.C5 686.17 -1.52
U0263 6E3.52 685.53 681.19 6e5.e«* 1.00 686.84 .64
40363 665.62 690.51 682.52 6ee.7i 1.33 690.04 -3.67
40463 669.07 697.12 68U.U8 6S3.65 1.96 695.61 -7.06
4C563 6S3. C8 702.43 687.06 699.09 2.58 701.67 -6.82
40863 6S6.96 706.03 690.03 7C3.89 2.97 706.86 -4.36
40963 699.68 7C6.03 692.93 7C6.4I* 2.9C 709.33 .83
41C63 7C1.C8 704.35 695.37 7C6.79 2.45 709.24 4.96
U1163 7C3.29 706.1*5 697.75 7oe.8«* 2.38 711.21 .79
U1563 7C5.72 711.38 700. 1U 71 1.3C 2.3? 713.69 -.17
141663 7C7.28 710.92 7C2.28 712.28 2.14 714.42 2.77
1*1763 7C8.17 710.25 704.05 712.29 1.77 714.06 4.17
41863 7C8.17 708.16 705.28 711. C5 1.24 712.29 5.90
41963 7C9.22 711.66 706. U7 711.98 1.18 713.16 .61
•42263 7C9.76 711.01 707. *»5 712.06 .99 713.05 2.15
42363 711.32 711*. 98 708.61 71*». 03 1.16 715.20 -1.93
42463 713.25 717. 7«* 710. CO 716.1*9 1.39 717.88 -2.54
42563 71U.77 718.33 7 11 . 44 716.11 1.43 719.54 -.45
42663 715.49 717.16 712.65 716.33 1.22 719.54 2.38
42963 715.38 715.11 713.47 717.28 .82 718.10 i4.43
43063 716. C7 717. 7C 714.25 717. 9C .7e 718.68 .40
50163 717.15 719.67 715.12 719.18 .87 720.05 -.99
50263 718.33 721.09 716. C8 72C.58 .96 721.55 -1.014
50363 718.26 718.08 716.7U 719.78 .65 720.43 3.47
5C663 716. SI 713.77 716.79 717.03 .05 717. C9 6.66
50763 715.60 712.55 716.43 714.77 -.36 714.42 4.54
50663 716. ue 718. 5«* 716. US 716.52 .02 716.53 -U.12
5C963 718.13 721.97 716.95 71S.31 .5C 719.81 -5.4U
51C63 719.68 723. 3C 717.77 721.59 .82 722.41 -3.U9
51363 720.68 723.01 718. 6U 722.72 .e7 723.59 -.60
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CATE SGLEXP CJI OBLEXP E(CJI) TREKC FCST ERROR
51463 720. U3 719. 84 719.18 721.68 .5U 722.21 3.75
51563 721.60 7214.34 719.91 723.30 .73 724.02 -2.13
51663 721.97 722.84 720.53 723.42 .62 724.04 1.18
51763 722.82 724.81 721.22 724.43 .69 725.12 -.77
52063 722.03 72C.18 721.46 722.60 .24 722.85 4.94
52163 722.63 724.04 721.81 723.46 .35 723.81 -1.19
52263 722.70 722.84 722. C8 723. 3i .27 723.58 .97
52363 722.30 721.38 722.14 722.46 .07 722.52 2.20
52463 721.77 720.53 722.03 721.51 -.11 721.39 1.99
52763 720.71 718.25 721.64 719.79 -.4C 719.40 3.14
52863 719.88 717.95 721.11 718.66 -.53 718.13 1.45
52963 720.67 722.50 720.98 72C.36 -.13 720.23 -4.37
53163 722.56 726.96 721.45 723.66 .47 724.13 -6.73
60363 723.67 726.27 722.12 725.22 .67 725.89 -2.14
60463 724.52 726.49 722.84 726.20 .72 726.92 -.60
60563 724.94 725.93 723.47 726.41 .63 727.04 .99
60663 725.52 726.87 724. C8 726.96 .62 727.57 .17
60763 724.59 722.41 724.23 724.94 .15 725.09 5.16
61063 722.16 716.49 723.61 72C.7C -.62 720.08 8.60
61163 721.02 718.38 722.84 719.21 -.78 718.44 1.70
61263 721.73 723.36 722.50 720.95 -.33 720.61 -4.92
61363 721.64 721.43 722.24 721.03 -.26 720.77 -.82
61463 721.75 722.03 722.10 721.41 -.15 721.27 -1.26
61563 720.69 718.21 721.67 719.71 -.42 719.29 3.06
61763 720.15 718. 9C 721.22 719.09 -.46 718.63 .39
61863 720.06 719.84 720.87 719.25 -.35 718.90 -1.21
61963 720.28 720.78 720.69 719.86 -.18 719.68 -1.86
62063 719.85 718.85 720.44 719.26 -.25 719.00 .83
62163 718.79 716.32 719.94 717.64 -.49 717.14 2.68
62463 718.68 718.42 719.56 717.79 -.38 717.41 -1.28
62563 717.97 716.32 719.09 716.86 -.48 716.38 1.09
62663 715.22 708. 8C 717.93 712.51 -1.16 711.35 7.58
62763 712.46 706.03 716.29 708.64 -1.64 707.00 5.32
62863 710.79 706.88 714.64 706.94 -1.65 705.29 .12
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CATE SGLEXP OJI DBLEXP E(CJI) TRENC FCST ERROR
70163 7C7.96 701.35 712.63 7C3.28 -2.0C 701.28 3.94
70263 7C8.25 708.94 7 1 1 . 32 7C5.18 -1.31 703.87 -7.66
70363 7C9.78 713.36 710.86 708.71 -.46 708.25 -9.49
70563 711.78 716.45 711.1U 712.43 .2e 712.71 -e.2c
70863 711. US 710.66 711.23 711.66 .OS 711.76 2.05
70963 712.24 714.09 711.53 712.95 .30 713.25 -2.33
71063 712.20 712.12 711.73 712.67 .20 712.88 1.13
71163 711. 47 7C9.76 711.65 711.29 -.08 711.21 3.12
71263 710. 3U 707. 7C 7 1 1 . 26 7C9.42 -.39 709.02 3.51
71563 7C8.22 703.28 710.35 706.09 -.91 705.18 5.74
71663 7C6.39 702.12 709.16 703.62 -1.19 702.43 3.06
71763 7C4.39 699.72 707.73 7C1.C5 -1.43 699.62 2.71
71863 7C1.8U 695.90 705.96 697.72 -1.77 695.96 3.72
71963 6S9. 46 693.89 704.01 694.90 -1.95 692.95 2.07
72263 6S6.24 6e8.7U 701.68 69C.8C -2.33 688.47 4.21
72363 6S3.72 687. 84 699.29 688.15 -2.39 6e5.76 .63
72463 692.87 690.88 697.37 68e.37 -1.93 686.44 -5.12
72S63 691.32 687.71 695.55 667.09 -1.81 685.28 -1.27
72663 690.74 689.38 694.11 687.37 -1.44 685.93 -4.10
72963 690.73 690.71 693.09 68e.37 -1.01 687.35 -4.78
73063 692.44 696. U2 692.90 691.98 -.20 691.78 -9.07
73163 693. 3U 695.43 693.03 693.64 .12 693.77 -3.65
80163 6S3.80 694.87 693.26 694.33 .22 694.56 -1.10
80263 695.01 697.83 693.78 696.23 .52 696.75 -3.27
80S63 697.27 702.55 694.83 699.71 1.05 700.76 -5.8C
eC663 7C0.21 7C7.06 696.44 703.97 1.61 705.58 -6.30
80763 7C1.10 703.18 697.84 704.36 1.40 705.75 2.40
80863 7C2.02 704.18 699.09 704.95 1.26 706.21 1.57
e0963 7C3.93 708.39 700.55 7C7.32 1.45 708.77 -2.ie
81263 7C5.83 710.27 702.13 709.54 1.59 711.12 -1.5C
81363 7C7.42 711.13 703.72 711.13 1.59 712.71 -.01
eiU63 7C9.67 714.90 705.50 712.83 1.78 715.61 -2.19
81563 712.33 718.55 707.55 717.11 2.05 719.16 -2.94
81663 714.43 719.32 709.61 719.24 2.06 721.30 -.16

DATE SGLEXP CJI OBLEXP E(CJI) TRENC FCST ERROR
61963 715.74 718.81 711.45 72C.C3 1.84 721.87 2.49
82063 716.20 717.27 712.88 719.52 1.42 720.95 4.60
82163 716.06 715.72 713.83 7ie.28 .95 719.24 5.23
82263 716.78 718.47 714.72 718.85 .88 719.73 .77
82363 718.69 723.14 715.91 721.47 1.19 722.66 -3.41
82663 720.33 724.17 717.24 723.43 1.33 724.76 -1.51
82763 720.20 719.88 718.12 722.27 .89 723.16 4.86
82863 721.66 725.07 719.18 724.13 1.06 725.19 -1.91
82963 723. C8 726. 4C 720.35 725.81 1.17 726.98 -1.21
83063 724.95 729.32 721.73 728.17 1.38 729.55 -2.34
90363 727.07 732.02 723.34 73C.81 1.6C 732.41 -2.47
90463 728.83 732.92 724.98 732.67 1.65 734.32 -.51
90563 721.57 737.98 726.96 736.19 1.98 738.16 -3.66
90663 722.71 735.37 728.69 736.74 1.72 738.46 2.79
90963 732.77 732.92 729.91 735.64 1.22 736.86 5.54
91063 724.17 727.43 731.19 737.15 1.28 738.43 -.57
91163 726. C2 740.34 732.64 739. 4C 1.45 740.85 -1.91
91263 727.29 74C.26 734.04 74C.55 1.4C 741.95 .59
91363 728.14 740.13 735.27 741.02 1.23 742.25 1.82
91663 728.24 738.46 736.16 74C.32 .89 741.21 3.79
91763 728. ei 74C.13 736.95 74C.66 .79 741.45 1.08
91863 728.52 737.86 737.42 739.62 .47 740.09 3.59
91963 729.93 743.22 738.18 741.69 .75 742.44 -3.13
92063 741.03 742.60 739. C3 742.03 .86 743.89 -1.16
92363 740.85 740.43 739.58 742.12 .55 742.67 3.46
92462 742.38 745.96 74C.42 744.35 .84 745.19 -3.29
92563 742.78 743.69 74 1.13 744.42 .71 745.13 1.50
92663 741. C3 736.95 741.10 74C.96 -.02 740.93 e.ie
92763 71*0.11 737.98 740.80 739.43 -.30 739.13 2.95
93063 727.92 732.79 739.94 735. 9C -.87 735.03 6.34
100163 728. C4 738.33 739.37 736.71 -.57 736.14 -2.30
100263 728. CI 737.94 738.96 737.06 -.41 736.65 -1.8C
100363 729.88 744.25 739.24 74C.53 .26 740.80 -7.60
100463 74 1.1*4 745.06 739.90 742.97 .66 743.63 -4.26
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DATE SCLEXP DJI D8LEXP E(CJI) TRENC FCST ERROR
100763 7112.16 743.86 7U0.58 743.75 .66 744.43 -.23
100863 71(2.68 71*3.90 7U1.21 744.16 .63 744.79 .53
1CC963 741. e3 739.83 71* 1 . 39 742.26 .19 742.45 4.96
101063 7U1.U5 740.56 741.41 741.48 .02 741.50 1.89
101163 71i1.SU 741.76 741.45 741.63 .04 741.67 -.26
101U63 741.63 71*1.8** 71*1.50 741.76 .05 741.81 -.17
1C1S63 741. ec 71*2.19 7U 1.59 742.00 .09 742.09 -.38
101663 743.79 7U8.45 742.25 745.34 .66 746.00 -6.36
101763 745.69 750.77 743.34 74e.43 1.C9 749.52 -4.77
1C1663 747.30 750.60 7UI*. 53 75C.07 1.19 751.26 -1.08
102163 7U8.80 752.31 7U5.81 751.79 1.26 753.08 -1.05
102263 7U8.33 7U7.21 746.57 75C.C8 .75 750.84 5.87
1C2363 747.77 7H6.l*e 7**6.93 748.62 .36 748.98 4.36
1C2463 7U8.98 751. 8C 7U7. 54 750.42 .62 751.03 -2.82
102563 750.97 755.61 748.57 753.37 1.03 754.39 -4.58
102663 753.50 759.39 750.05 756.94 1.46 758.42 -5.00
102963 755.60 760.50 751.71 759.48 1.66 761.15 -2.08
103063 755. U7 755.19 752. 84 75e.ll 1.13 759.24 5.96
103163 755. U0 755.23 753.61 757.19 .77 757.96 4.01
110163 751*. 9C 753.73 754.00 755.80 .39 756.19 4.23
1 10U63 753.20 7U9.22 753.76 752.64 -.24 752.40 6.97
110663 750.45 7U1*. 03 752.76 748.13 -.99 747.14 8.37
110763 749. CI 71*5.66 751.64 746. 3e -1.13 745.26 1.46
110863 749.55 750.81 751.01 74e.09 -.63 747.46 -5.55
111163 750.82 753.77 750.95 75C.68 -.06 750.62 -6.31
111263 750.63 75C.21 75C.86 75C.41 -.1C 750.32 .41
111363 750.78 751.11 750.83 75C.72 -.02 750.70 -.79
111463 71(9.66 747.04 750.48 748.83 -.35 748.48 3.66
111563 746.76 7i*C00 749.36 744.15 -1.12 743.04 8.46
11 1863 743.19 734.85 747.51 738.86 -1.85 737.01 8.19
111963 7H1.23 736.65 74 5.63 736.83 -1.89 734.94 .36
112063 71* 1 . U6 7U2.06 744.38 738.57 -1.24 737.33 -7.12
112163 728.83 732.65 742.71 734.94 -1.67 733.28 4.66
112263 730.63 71 1.1*9 739.09 722.17 -3.63 718.54 21.79

DATE SGLEXP OJI OBLEXP E(CJI) TREND FCST ERROR
112663 734.49 743.52 737.71 731.28 -1.38 729.90 -24.98
112763 736. US 741.00 737.33 735.56 -.38 735.18 -11.10
112963 740.67 750.52 738.33 743.00 l.OC 744.01 -15.314
120263 7UU.CU 751.91 740.04 748.04 1.71 749.75 -7.90
120363 746.37 751.82 741.94 75C.81 1.90 752.70 -2.07
120463 749.12 755.51 744.10 754.14 2.15 756.29 -2.81
120563 753.54 763.86 746.93 76C.15 2.83 762.98 -7.57
120663 755.55 760.25 749.52 761.59 2.55 764.18 2.73
120963 756.61 759.08 751.64 761.58 2.13 763.71 5.1C
121063 757. 40 759.25 753.37 761.43 1.73 763.16 14.46
121163 757.34 757.21 754.56 76C.13 1.1? 761.32 5.95
121263 757.37 757.43 755.41 759.34 .814 760.18 3.89
121363 758.21 760.17 756.25 760.17 .8(4 761.01 .01
121663 759.24 761.64 757.14 761.33 .9C 762.23 -.63
121763 761.38 766.38 758.42 764.35 1.27 765.62 -4.15
121863 763.13 767.21 759.83 766;43 1.41 767.84 -1.59
121963 763.35 763.86 760.89 765.81 1.06 766.87 3.98
122063 762.97 762. oe 761.51 76U.43 .62 765.05 4.79
122363 761.57 758.30 761.53 761.61 .02 761.63 6.75
122463 760.16 756.86 761.12 759.19 -.41 758.78 14.77
122663 760.17 760.21 760.83 759.5 1 -.2e 759.23 -1.43
122763 761. CI 762.95 760.88 761.13 .05 761.18 -3.72
123063 760.67 759. 9C 760.82 760.53 -.06 760.46 1.28
1026U 762.30 766.08 76 1 . 26 763.33 .44 763.77 -5.62
1036U 763.91 767.68 762. C6 765.76 .79 766.56 -3.91
106611 765.59 769.51 763.12 768.06 1.06 769.12 -2.95
10764 767.M3 771.73 764.41 77C.45 1.29 771.75 -2.61
10864 769.54 771*. 46 765.95 773.13 1.54 774.67 -2.71
10964 771.64 776.55 767.66 775.63 1.71 777.34 -1.88
11061 772.45 77U.33 769.10 775. 8C 1.4 4 777.2U 3. 01
11364 772.65 773.12 770.16 775.1»4 1.C7 776.21 14.12
1 1U6i* 773.20 774.49 771.07 775.33 .91 776.24 1.72
11564 773. 44 774. CC 771.78 775.10 .71 775.81 2. 214
11664 774.25 776.13 772.52 775.97 .74 776.71 -.32
14a

CATE SCLEXP CJI CBLEXP E(CJl) TREKC FCST ERROF
1176U 774.68 775.69 773.17 776.19 .65 776.84 1.02
12064 774.19 772.03 773.48 774.90 .30 775.20 3.81
12164 774.86 776.44 773.89 775.83 .42 776.25 -1.24
12264 776.80 781.31 774.76 77e.83 .87 779.70 -5.06
12364 778.62 782.86 775.92 7ei.3i 1.16 782.47 -3.16
12464 779.94 783.04 777.13 782.76 1.21 783.97 -.57
1276U 781.56 785.34 778.46 784.67 1.32 786.00 -1.37
128614 783.43 787.78 779.95 786.91 1.49 788.40 -1.78
12961 763.18 782.60 780.92 785.44 .97 786.41 5.80
13C64 783.26 783.44 781.62 784.90 .7C 7e5.60 2.97
13164 763.88 785.34 782.30 785.47 .68 786.15 .26
20364 784.13 784.72 782.85 785.42 .55 785.97 1.43
20464 783. e8 783.30 783.16 784.61 .31 784.92 2.67
20564 783.63 783.04 783.30 783.96 .14 784.10 1.88
20664 784.46 7e6.41 783.65 7e5.28 .35 785.63 -2.31
2076U 786.60 791.59 784.54 786.67 .89 789.55 -5.96
21C64 767.23 788.71 785.35 789.12 .81 789.93 .84
21164 768.71 792.16 786.36 791.07 1.01 792.08 -2.23
21264 790.54 794.82 787.61 793.48 1.26 794.73 -2.74
21364 791.71 794.42 788.84 794.57 1.23 795.80 .31
21464 792.56 794.56 789.96 795.17 1.12 796.29 1.24
21764 793.65 796.19 791.C7 796.24 1.11 797.34 .10
21664 794.18 795.40 792. CO 796.35 .93 797.29 1.94
21964 794. 4C 794.91 792.72 796.07 .72 796.79 2.38
22064 795.17 796.99 793.45 796.89 .74 797.63 -.20
22464 795.76 797.12 794.15 797.37 .69 798.06 .51
22564 796.01 796.59 794.70 797.31 .56 797.87 1.47
22664 797. C2 799.38 795.40 79e.64 .69 799.33 -1.51
22764 797.03 797.04 795.89 798.16 .49 798.65 2.29
22e64 797.96 ecc.14 796.51 799.41 .62 800.03 -1.49
3C264 799.40 802.75 797.38 801.42 .87 802.29 -2.72
20364 8C1.29 8C5.72 798.55 eC4.C4 i.ie 805.21 -3.43
20464 8C2.32 804. 70 799.68 eC4.95 1.13 806.08 .51
3C564 8C2.75 803.77 800.60 8C4.90 .92 805.82 2.31
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DATE SGLEXP CJI DBLEXP E(OJI) TRENC FCST ERRCI
30664 8C3.74 eC6.03 801.54 eC5.93 .94 806.87 -.21
30964 8C4.77 807. le 802.51 6C7.C3 .97 808.00 -.31
31064 8C6.16 809.39 803.60 806.71 1.09 809.80 -1.39
31164 8C8.47 613.87 805.06 eil. 88 1.46 813.34 -4.07
31264 810.19 614.22 806.60 613.79 1.54 815.33 -.88
31364 812. CO 816.22 808.22 815.78 1.62 817.40 -.89
31664 813.35 816.48 809.76 816.93 1.54 818.47 .92
31764 814.79 818.16 811.27 eie.3i 1.51 819.82 .31
31864 816.43 620.25 812.82 82C.04 1.55 821.59 -.43
31964 817.31 619.36 814.16 820.45 1.35 821.80 2.23
32064 816.59 814.93 814.89 eie.3c .73 819.02 6.87
32364 815.70 613.60 815.13 616.26 .24 816.50 5.42
32464 814.42 811.43 814.92 813.91 -.22 813.70 5.07
32564 814.04 813.16 814.65 613.42 -.26 813.16 .54
32664 814.60 ei5.91 614.64 614.56 -.02 814.55 -2.75
33064 814.81 815.29 814.69 814.93 .05 814.98 -.74
33164 814.35 ei3.2<3 814.59 ei4.12 -.1C 814.02 1.69

122659 669.77 64. 7C
10860 675.72 85. 7C
1 156C 659.68 85. 1C
1226C 61*5.85 e6.cc
12960 622.62 86.10
2056C 626.77 85. 7C
2126C 622.23 85. CC
21960 628.45 84. 7C
2266C 622.00 84. 4C
30460 6C9.79 84. 2C
3116C 6C5.83 83. CC
3186C 616.42 63. 5C
3256C 622. 47 83. CC
4016C 615.98 83. CC
4C86C 628.10 e2.ec
4146C 62C.12 82. 8C
1*2260 616.32 dl.SC
•2960 6C1.70 79. 9C
5C66C 607.62 82. 7C
5 136C 616.03 82. 6C
52C6C 625.24 82.70
5276C 624.78 82.60
6C36C 626.98 82. 7C
61C6C 654.88 82. CC
6176C 650.89 82. 2C
62460 64 7.01 82. 6C
7016C 6M.30 82. 2C
70860 646.91 61. 6C
7156C 620.24 81. 2C
7226C 609.87 81. 3C
7296C 616.72 81. CC
8056C 614.29 82.70
8126C 626.18 80. CC
151

8 I960 629.27 62. 6C
8266C 636.12 81. ec
9026C 625.22 84. 4C
9C96C 614.12 63. 7C
9166C 6C2.18 84. 4C
9236C 565. 2C 84. 6C
93C6C 5fC. 14 82. 6C
10 760 566. 42 81.30
10146C 596.48 81.50
102160 577.55 83. CC
10 26 6 577.92 82.40
11046C 596. C7 81. 9C
11 1 UC 6C8.61 82.50
11 166C 6C3.62 82.70




610. 9C 84. 1C
12166C 617.78 84.40
122260 613.23 86.40
123C6C 615.89 86. 7C
106*1 621.64 87. CC
1 1361 633.65 85.50
12C61 634.37 86. 5C
12761 643.59 88.50
2C361 652.97 e4.4C
21C61 639.67 84. ec
21761 651.67 85.50
22461 655. 6C 65. CC
30361 671.57 83. 6C
31C61 663.56 85.90
31761 676.48 65. ec
32461 672.48 es.7c
33C61 676.63 85. CC
•+0761 663.68 84. ec
152

M1M61 692.72 86. MC
42161 665.26 66. CC
U2861 676.71 66. 5C
50561 69C.67 67. 6C
51261 667.91 86.t*C
51961 7C5.96 87. 2C
52661 696.28 87. CC
60261 697.70 87. 3C
6C961 7CC.9C 67. 3C
61661 665.50 87. SC
62361 666.66 67. ec
63061 663.96 86. CC
70761 692.73 85. 2C
71«J61 69C.95 65. UC
72161 662.81 65. 1C
72e61 7C5.13 85. 7C
8CM61 72C.69 8M.6C
81161 722.61 83. 9C
81661 723. 5U 85. 3C
82561 716.70 ei».6c
90161 721.19 84. CC
90861 72C.91 85. UC
91561 716.30 85. 3C
92261 7C1.57 85. 3C
92961 7C1.21 8*1. CC
100661 7C8.25 83. 3C
10 1361 7C3.31 83. 5C
102C61 7C5.62 83. 8C
102761 698. 7U 83. 8C
110361 7C9.26 63. 3C
11 1061 72X.83 83. 6C
11 1761 729.53 83.90




120861 728.23 82. ec
12 1561 729. 4C eu. ec
122261 72C.87 84. 6C
122961 721.14 85. CC
1 C562 71U.8U 84. 5C
1 1262 711.73 85. 2C
1 1962 697.77 85. 1C
12662 692.19 85. CC
20262 7C6.55 85. 1C
2C962 7U4.27 84. 9C
21662 716. 46 85. 1C
22362 7C9.54 85. 1C
3C262 711. CC es.6c
30962 714.44 86. 4C
31662 722.77 85. 2C
32262 716. 46 e5.cc
33C62 7C6.95 84. 8C
1*0662 699.63 85. 1C
41262 6E7.9C 85. 2C
41962 694.25 84. 9C
42762 672. 2C 85. 1C
50462 671.20 84. 5C
51162 640.63 64. 7C
51662 65C.7C 63. 7C
52562 611.88 63. 7C
60162 611.05 83. 5C
6C862 6C1.61 e3.5C
61562 578.18 84. 2C
62262 529.19 84. 9C
62962 561.28 83. 9C








81C62 552.32 85. 5C
81762 61C.02 8*4. 7C
82l«62 613.7J* 85. ec
83162 6C9.18 85. 5C
90762 6CC.86 85.30








11C962 616.13 8*4. 6C
11 1662 62C.6C 85. 1C
112362 6*4*4.87 8*4. 5C
113C62 6»45.3C 8*4. 7C
120762 652.10 85.60
12 1U62 6*48.09 85. 2C
122162 6(46. Ml 85. 2C
122862 6S1.U3 8*4.60
10>462 662.23 85. 2C
1 1162 671.60 86. 5C
1 1863 672.52 87. 2C
12562 675.71 85. 5C
20163 683.19 86. CO
20862 679.52 86. 1C
21562 686. 07 67. 3C
22163 681.6*4 86.00
30163 659.72 87. ec






40562 7C2.43 91. CC
4 1 1 6i 7C6.4S 89. SC
u 1S63 711.66 S1.2C
42662 717.16 91. 5C
5C262 716. ce 92. 5C
5 1C62 722.30 S2.3C
51763 724.81 91. ec
5 2*46 3 72C.52 92. 1C
52163 726.96 92. CC
6C763 722.U1 92. 7C
61562 716.21 S2.4C
62163 716.32 S3.1C
62662 7C6.ee 92. UC
70562 716. U5 S2.5C
71263 7C7.7C 93. 2C
71963 6S3.69 93. 6C
72663 669.36 93.60
8C263 697.83 93. ec
8C962 7C6.39 93. UC
81663 719.32 93.60
82262 723. 1U 93. CC
83C62 729.32 93. 4C
9C662 735.37 93. 2C
91263 74C.13 94. 7C
92C62 7»j2.6C 95. CC
92762 737.98 94. 5C
10CU63 7U5.C6 95. CC
10 1162 7H 1 .76 93. 9C
101662 75C.6C 94. 1C
10 256 2 755.61 su.ec
110162 753.73 914.30
11C662 750.61 94. 3C
11 1562 7UC.C0 S4.6C
156

112263 711.*49 93. 9C
11 2962 75C.52 9*4. 7C
12C663 76C.25 9*4. 5C
121263 76C.17 9*4. 1C
122C63 762. ce 9U.l»C
122762 762.95 95. CC
1 026*4 767.68 95. 1C
1 1C6*4 77*4.33 95. 2C
1 176*J 775.69 95. UC
1 2*46*4 762. CU 95. CC
1 3 1 6ii 785.3*4 9*4. 1C
2076*4 791.59 96. 3C
2 1 46*4 79*4.56 96. 3C
22C6»4 796.99 96. 7C
22e6U 8CC.1*4 95.»4C
3066*4 8C6.02 95. 6C
3126*4 816.22 95. 6C
32C6*4 81*4.93 96. CC




CO) ,Yl (i:77),Y:( c 77)
C 7 |=1-12
T 1 ILL 1 H = (PI- )
T IILEI 1 ) = (9t- riNHAN1 )




T LE t 8 ) = ( fit- I960 TH)
TLE(9)=(8hRL 26 MA)
TLEMO) = (ehU WEEKLY)
IL£( 10)=(eHR.196U )
5 l^^^rn^,/^^< / < // <{ 3 ^ X ^t T ? Eli nE ?6X '4,-y ERY6XUH,- CNG6X,'HTERM 6 x *'-eLYI































51 FCRKATI1H0, 16, 2F7. 2, F6.1.F 7.2,2 F6.2,8 F 7.1,2 F6.1.F 6.0)
61 CONTINUE
PRINT 97
DC 96 1 = 1,







co ee i=i, n
X( I) = I
















TLEl 1 l)=(8H3/26/6U )
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